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Power has a way of insulating you from the truth.
I recall the late Ivor Kenny reflecting on advice given to a
newly installed Irish Roman Catholic Bishop to the effect
that he would never again eat a bad dinner or hear an
unpalatable truth. That level of blissful ignorance can be
comforting for those in high office but it is not healthy for
those who want the best for their organisations.
That subject is addressed in some detail in Hal
Gregson’s article reproduced in this issue of Decision.
As he notes, persistent CEOs generally get the information that they request, sooner or later. However, their
bigger problem is getting information that they have not
demanded. CEOs that put too many layers between
themselves and the front line face a particular difficulty.
Management by walking about is sometimes given a
bad rap. The CEO who goes on the front line to serve
customers in a retail environment, for example, creates
a lovely PR impression. It’s tempting to view this as a
frivolous waste of time, however. Surely it is the CEO’s
job to empower the people in the organisation to do their
job and to concentrate on the strategic direction of the
organisation? Leaders need to have a high vantage point
so that they can see the wood from the trees.
There’s a lot of truth in that certainly. However,
climbing down from the top of the tree from time to time
to see what’s going on on the ground certainly has its
advantage. Perhaps the trunk and the roots are not as
solid as the CEO imagined or, not as good as he or she
was told. The best way to observe this is quietly.
One of the more telling lessons of leadership imparted
by former Manchester United Manager Sir Alex Ferguson
was the power of observation. While he generally
delegated training sessions to his assistant coaches as
his career progressed, he was always present. In a HBR
interview, he revealed that the switch from coaching to
observing allowed him to better evaluate his players and
their performance. As a coach on the field you don’t see
everything. A regular observer, however, can spot changes in training patterns, energy levels and work rates.
Hands-off empowering or micromanaging styles - or
a blend of both - may be appropriate depending on the
circumstances. Being alert and knowing what’s going on
in your organisation, however, is an imperative.
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TECHNOLOGY
Humans plus
machines is the
future of AI

The key to understanding the power of Artificial
Intelligence (AI) is to see it
as a way of transforming
business processes, and
leading organisations around
the world have grasped this
concept and are benefitting
consequently. That’s the
conclusion of a new book by
Paul Daughery and H. James
Wilson called Human+
Machine, reimagining work
in the Age of AI. (HBR Press)

The debate about AI, however,
has been framed as human
versus machine one. Popular
science fiction hasn’t helped.
Think “2001: A Space Odyssey”
or “Terminator”.
There is a widespread
misconception, the authors
say, that AI systems, advanced
robotics and digital bots, will
gradually replace humans in
one industry after another. Selfdriving vehicles, for example, will
one day replace taxis, delivery
and truck drivers.
While that may be true for
certain jobs, the real power
of AI is in complementing and
augmenting human capabilities.
A perfect example of this is in
claims processing. Here AI isn’t
replacing the need for humans;
instead it is doing the serious
grunt work, collecting data and
doing a preliminary analysis,
freeing humans to concentrate
on resolving complex cases and
nuanced issues.
“In essence, machines are
doing what they do best:
performing repetitive tasks,
analysing huge data sets and
handling routine cases. And
humans are doing what they do
best: resolving ambiguous information, exercising judgement in
difficult cases and dealing with
disaffected customers. This kind
of emerging symbiosis between
man and machine is unlocking
what we have called the third
wave of business transformation,” the authors note.
Leading firms in many
industries are now reimagining
their processes to be more
flexible, faster and adaptive to
4
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the behaviours, preferences
and needs of their workers at a
given moment. Although these
processes are not standardised
or routine, they can repeatedly
deliver better outcomes and
these organisations have been
able to bring individualised
products and services to market, while delivering profitable
outcomes.
In this new order, humans
and machines become partners, complimenting the skills
of each other. A case in point
is Rio Tinto, the global mining
company, which is now using
AI to manage its huge fleet of
machinery. Autonomous drills,
excavators, earth movers etc.
are now all controlled from a
centralised facility, freeing human operators to work remotely
and away from dangerous
sites, from where they analyse
information from sensors on the
machines.
An important part of the
future success of AI deployment
will be the development of so
called ‘fusion skills’ – humans
and machines coming together
to form new kinds of jobs and
work experiences. This is the
missing middle that has been
absent in the debate that has
pitted humans against machines.
According to the authors’
research, 61% of activities in the
missing middle require employees to do different things and
to do things differently. There
is a crucial need therefore for
companies to reimagine their

processes and reskill their employees. Doing things differently
involves using amplification,
interaction, and embodiment to
get a job done with superhuman performance.
Only a small number of companies have so far mastered
the third wave mindset. These
firms, such as Google, General
Electric, Microsoft and BMW
recognise that AI is not a typical
capital investment. Its value in
fact increases over time and
also develops human capability
within the organisation.
Based on research involving
1500 organisations, the authors
reveal five crucial principles
around which organisations are
deploying AI successfully.
Mindset: this involves assuming a radically different approach
towards business by reimagining work around the missing
middle where people improve AI
and where and in turn wherein
people improve. Rigid assembly
lines give way to flexible teams
of humans and smart machines.
Experimentation: here, executives test to derive business
processes that will work best
for their unique set of business
conditions. This involves a large
element of trial and error to determine what work is best done
through a collaboration between
human and machine.
Leadership: Executives need
to consider the ethical, moral,
and legal implications of what
they do in respect of AI. The
human aspect of collaboration
with AI machines need to be
carefully assessed and training
and retraining needs need to be
carefully considered.

ERGONOMICS

Is your Chair
Killing You?

One of the latest mantras
in promoting good work
practices is that ‘Sitting is
the New Smoking’. We sit
during our morning commute, we sit at our desk,
we sit in meetings, we sit
at lunch, we journey home
where we sit at the dinner
table, and then we sit in front
of the TV. A comprehensive Australian study urges
people to stand up from their
desks and couches and TV
viewing, and move.
In the study, published in the
European Heart Journal, Dr
Genevieve Healy (University of

Queensland, Brisbane, Australia)
says that cardiovascular health
benefits can be achieved if you
replace sitting with standing – at
least some of the time.
Nearly 700 people took part
in the study which revealed
that every two hours spent
sitting was associated with an
approximately 3% higher BMI
(body-mass index), and waists
were roughly 2 cm larger.
Not only are we talking about
increased belly fat, the study
found that each two hours
spent sitting was associated
with higher triglyceride levels
and lower HDL-cholesterol levels which carry an increased risk
of Type 2 diabetes, stroke, heart
attack, cancer and cancer-related deaths, and the onset of
dementia.

The introduction of the fashionable Sit-stand desk to the office is one response to this plea.
In some US workplaces, they’ve
taken this a step further and
introduced the treadmill desk
so people can walk while they
work if they choose. There’s
very little empirical evidence to
support any significant health
benefits from standing for four
hours a day.
And the good news is that
every two hours spent physically moving shows the benefit
of a nearly 8 cm smaller waist,
an approximate 11% reduction
in BMI and a 20% reduction in
triglyceride levels, HDL (good
cholesterol) and LDL (bad
cholesterol)
Nuala Macklin

Data: AI requires vast data in
both volume and variety and
accumulating that is one of the
biggest challenges facing organisations. Data should be able to
flow freely, unencumbered by
departmental silos.
Skills: organisations need to
develop a number of so-called
‘fusion skills’. While the last
wave of automation decimated
the ranks of factory workers,
bank tellers and travel agents,
amongst others, humans are
needed now more than ever in
the emerging scenario.
“When humans and machines
are allowed to do what each
does best, the result is a virtuous cycle of enhanced work that
leads to productivity boosts, increased worker satisfaction and
greater innovation,” the authors
conclude.

2001

A cautionary tale

© Turner Entertainment Co.

Stanley Kubrick’s Classic Sci-fi movie “2001 - a Space Odyssey” was released in 1968, but it’s themes still resonate
with us today. Seen here, astronauts Frank and Dave plot to dismantle HAL, the unstable AI that controls everything
on “Discovery 1’s” long voyage to Jupiter. They think they cannot be heard, but HAL is making a few plans of his
own, as his algorithms analyse the astronauts every lip and body movement, from the other side of the glass!

Characters from
‘Dublin by Lamplight’
by the Corn
Exchange

THE ARTS

Rising tide lifts
arts partnerships

Improving economic conditions
are having a major beneficial
influence on corporate participation in arts sponsorship
and engagement. That’s the
message from Business2Arts
CEO Andrew Hederington. The
organisation, founded as Cothú
in 1988 to promote relationships
between business and the
arts, is celebrating 30 years in
business this year with a strong
bounce-back in its membership
and overall activity levels in the
sector.
“Organisations are now taking
a longer-term strategic view of
their partnerships,” he says,
with three to five-year horizons
now common in programme
planning.
Arts sponsorship was a major
casualty of the recession as
businesses hunkered down
and concentrated on survival.
BusinesstoArts lost a significant

‘Song of the Sea: The Exhibition’,
won the Best Mid-Size Sponsorship
category in the Allianz Business to
Arts Awards.

Andrew Hederington

part of its membership in the recession but has rebuilt strongly
since, he says.
The organisation’s progress in
its 30 years mirrors many of the
changes that have characterised
the evolution of Irish business.
The first decade was strongly
associated with encouraging
corporate Ireland to support the
visual arts, the second included
developing initiatives around
transferring business skills to

arts organisations while much
of the last decade has been
around resilience in the midst of
economic challenges.
The Allianz Business to Arts
Awards is an established feature
in the business and arts calendar since the early 1990s while
among its more successful
initiatives in recent years is the
crowd-funding platform, Fundit, which has seen over 70,000
people fund over 1400 projects

since it was launched in 2011.
Hetherington believes that an
increasing number of people in
the business community have
a growing sense of the value of
arts.
Design and creativity, he
notes, are now vital components of business and workplaces are reflecting this both in
terms of their own design and
the presence of artists-in-residence, amongst other things.
DECISION SPRING 2018
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THE SMART TRAVELLER

Docklands
made easy

Get Private Jet smart

YVONNE GORDON looks
at the best places to meet,
eat and stay for executives
doing business in the
London Docklands.

Meet and stay

Luxury hotel the Intercontinental
London (ihg.com) at The O2 has
20 meeting spaces covering
more than 65,000sq ft. including
a ballroom that can accommodate up to 3,000 delegates,
plus 453 rooms and a spa.
The four-star Radisson Blu
Edwardian at New Providence
Wharf (radissonblu-edwardian.
com) has 714.8m2 of meeting
space with 10 event spaces
including a conference room for
250, the River Room for up to
50 with views of the O2, and six
meeting rooms, plus 169 bedrooms with integral workspaces.
The trendy four-star ALoft
London ExCel (aloftlondonexcel.
6
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com) has six meeting rooms
plus 252 bedrooms and can
organise group activities from
cocktail classes to barbecues.

regular shuttles operate from
London City Airport to Paris,
Geneva, Milan and Nice. See
jetsmarter.com
Another company offering jet
space is Surf Air, which started
in the US and has an all-youcan-fly service to all the airline’s
European and US routes in
return for a monthly membership fee of around £2,550
(around €2,900) and you can
also purchase guest passes for
colleagues or family. Flights are
on small seven and eight-seater
aircraft and current routes in Europe include London to Zurich,
Ibiza and Cannes. Flights to
Dublin, as well as Luxembourg,
Munich, Frankfurt, Geneva,
Barcelona, Berlin and Milan, are
among the destinations to be
added over the coming year.
Members can book flights
on their smartphone and flights
operate from private airport
terminals. Corporate members

get 10 per cent off the standard
monthly subscription fee and
a discount on additional flight
passes. See surfair.com
You can also book an empty
leg flight with a private jet charter company such as FlyVictor
or VistaJet. When a private jet
is booked for a one-way flight,
there is an empty leg for the return journey when the aircraft is
returning to base. These flights
can be booked in advance or at
short notice, and daily schedules are released online, see
flyvictor.com and vistajet.com.
As well as flexibility, short-notice bookings and bookings by
app, one of the biggest advantages of using shared private
jet services is that as the flights
depart from private terminals, so
you can avoid lengthy checkin and security queues and in
some cases, you can arrive
at the airport just 15 minutes
before take-off. Bon voyage!

Where to entertain

Boisdale at Canary Wharf (boisdale.co.uk) is a lively spot in Canary Wharf with live music and
jazz evenings and a great view
of the City of London skyline.
It’s also home to an oyster bar,
whisky bar and cigar library, a
terrace and there is also private
dining available.
Celebrate the closing of a
deal at Champagne & Fromage
at Greenwich Church Street
(champagneplusfromage.co.uk),
which serves the best French
bubbles with a selection of limited-production champagne from
award-winning producers, along
with around 50 different artisan
French cheeses with cured
meats, pâtés and preserves.
For informal dining, tuck into
contemporary Japanese cuisine
at Roka (rokarestaurant.com) in
Canary Wharf. The house speciality is robatayaki, where the
chefs grill food at a barbecue in
front of the customers (there is
space for 14 at the counter) or
try the 12-course tasting menu
with sushi and sashimi.

Where to play

There’s plenty to see and do in
the London Docklands area,
from river trips to events at the
02 Arena (theo2.co.uk) or a

dubassy / Shutterstock.com

The huge ExCel exhibitions and
conventions centre on Royal
Victoria Dock (excel.london), between London City Airport and
Canary Wharf, has 100,000m2
of space with two main halls,
plus three sets of function
rooms, eight hotels and 22 restaurants on site. It’s less than a
mile from London City Airport, is
served by two DLR (Docklands
Light Railway) stations and has
3,700 parking spaces on site.
The O2 (theo2.co.uk/hirea-venue) can accommodate
anything from 100 to 20,000
delegates for a conference,
with meeting rooms, breakout areas, clubs, lounges and
exhibition areas, chances to see
artists in the Green Room, plus
options for team-building activities such as a thrilling private
climb at the venue.
For something special with
a Thames-side setting, check
out the historic Old Royal Naval
College in Greenwich (venuehire.ornc.org), an architectural
masterpiece which is ideal for
banquets, receptions and meetings, with options such as the
Painted Hall, the Queen Mary or
King William Undercroft or the
Admiral’s House.

cristapper / Shutterstock.com

Where to meet

If you like to travel to business
meetings in style but can’t justify
the budget to buy or charter a
private jet, check out one of the
services that offers spare seats
on private jets around the globe,
writes Yvonne Gordon.
JetSmarter connects members to idle jets and unused
seats, so private jets are more
easily accessible for both
business and leisure travellers.
Members can book a shared or
private charter on more than 50
routes across three continents,
including from Dublin Airport.
There are three categories
of service – private charters,
shared charters and JetShuttle,
where seats on shuttle route
can be booked up to two
months in advance. A custom app allows customers to
search, find and book flights.
As well as seats on flights from
multiple airports, JetSmarter’s

trip across the Thames on the
Emirates Air Line Cable Car
which joins Greenwich Peninsula and Royal Docks. As well
as exploring Greenwich, those
interested in all things maritime
can hop on board clipper ship
the Cutty Sark at King William
Walk (rmg.co.uk) and check out
life below decks.
Or just a short walk from
Canary Wharf, and set in early
19th-century warehouses on
West India Quay, the Museum
of London Docklands (museumoflondon.org.uk/docklands)
tells the story of the River
Thames from Roman Times and
how the docklands developed. The exhibitions feature
everything from machinery
and models to boats moored
outside and the building also

has corporate meeting and
conference facilities.
On a sunny day or for a
meeting break, check out the
Crossrail Place Roof Garden at
One Canada Square, which is
around the same size as Trafalgar Square and has interconnecting paths, tropical gardens
and a geometric roof, partially
open to allow the elements in.

How to get there

From central London, the DLR
(Docklands Light Railway)
connects to the London Underground. For air travel, one way
fares from Dublin to London City
Airport with Cityjet start from
€39 one way including taxes,
charges and free checked baggage and corporate rates are
available, see cityjet.com

United States in February, with
additional European hubs, Amsterdam and Paris, due to come
online in the coming months
and eventually all of Delta’s 344
airports across the globe.
See delta.com

A matter of etiquette

Do you know that gifts are given
at business meetings in Japan,
the UAE working week runs
from Sunday to Thursday and
that there’s rigid protocol to
follow for meetings in Germany?
Or which countries encourage
or discourage small talk at the
start of a meeting? Expedia’s
new Etiquette guide is filled with
dos and don’ts for both business and leisure travellers to 18
countries around the globe, so
that travellers know the cultural
norms and avoid giving offence
whether at work or at play.
The guide is online at expedia.
co.uk/vc/c/etiquette-aroundthe-world

Cork to Dublin

Air France is launching a new
Cork to Paris flight. The route
from Cork Airport to Paris-Charles de Gaulle will begin
on May 26 and run to the end
of October. As well as linking to
Paris itself, the new daily flight
will connect travellers to the
entire Air France route network
with 180 destinations around
the world including Buenos
Aires, Cape Town, Dubai and
Singapore. The Cork-Paris flights will carry up to 76
passengers and fares start from
€59 one way, including tax and
12kg of hand luggage.
See airfrance.ie

Business travel
like a local

TRAVEL BRIEF

Track your bag

Delta Airlines is introducing a
new bag-tracking service so
customers can keep track of
their checked bags via their
mobile phones. Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) tags are
put on checked luggage, so
customers can get real-time
updates on the bag’s location.
The service rolled out successfully in the US and started on
flights London Heathrow to the

Localike New York has launched
a personalised travel service to
allow time-strapped business
travellers to ‘live like a local’ in
New York. The service creates
personal itineraries using insider
knowledge, which include unusual recommendations, exclusive access and opportunities to
meet the people that make the
city tick. Itineraries can be from
one to 10 days in length and
can include anything from secret
restaurants to private tours. The
itineraries start at $79 (around
€65) for one day.
See localike-newyork.com
Yvonne Gordon
DECISION SPRING 2018
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BOOKS IN BRIEF

The One Device
The secret history
of the iPhone

BOOKS IN REVIEW

Mega tech
Technology in 2050

by Brian Merchant,
Random House

Edited by Daniel Franklin,
The Economist

What is scarce now could be
abundant, what’s hard to do
now will become easy, what’s
expensive now will become
cheap, what kills now could be
cured. These are among the
themes in this fascinating book
that takes a leap into the possible world that we will inhabit
in 2050.
Written in a highly accessible
style, Franklin views progress
through an optimistic lens.
Medical science will see dramatic breakthroughs in the years
ahead. Advances in human
genetic modification lie behind
much of this. CRISPR is a term
we will hear much about as it is
currently causing great excitement among scientists. Likened
to ‘find and replace’ function
of a word processor, it allows
sequences to be detected and
edited with precision. It will be
possible to screen out genetic
defects in embryos and grow
new body parts.
Life expectancy could be
radically extended, possibly
to hundreds of years. More
fancifully, Franklin suggests that
certain humans could decide
that they want to grow fins to
swim or wings to fly, choosing
to live parallel lives to conventional humans. Sci-fiction could
meet reality.
More conventionally, autonomous vehicles will become
mainstream. One model suggests that shared, self-driving
taxis could reduce the number
of vehicles in a city by up to
90%. Car ownership could
therefore decline massively,
freeing up space wasted on
parking.
Private spaceflight will be
more common. Re-usable
rockets could be key to making
this more mainstream. Elon
Musk, the author notes, wants
to establish a colony on Mars,
as an insurance policy for earth
being wiped out.
More than a catalogue of
the devices and technologies,
it puts these developments in
context. Some of the themes:
History repeats itself
There were examples of what
we would now call cybercrimes
8
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on the telegraphs networks
developed in the days of Napoleon. As one law enforcement
official in Chicago said in 1888:
“It is a well-known fact that no
other section of the population will avail themselves more
readily and speedily of the latest
triumphs of science than the
criminal class.” The first popular
Kodak camera, meanwhile,
evoked major privacy concerns
around the same time.
Tomorrow is another today
Look at the present to find the
‘edge cases’, the author advises. In 2001, for example, mobile
handsets with colour screens
and early apps were available
in Japan. Japanese visitors to
tech conferences were treated
as visitors from the future who
had fallen through a time-space
continuum. There are surprises here. Africa provides one
example. Kenya developed
mobile money quicker than
many parts of the West. You
could pay for your taxi in Nairobi
using your phone before you
could do it in New York. Follow
the nerds is the advice. Techie
types, for example, were early
adopters of fitness tracking
devices. Now, food technology
is a frontier to look at. Think of
nutritionally complete shakes or
caffeine-laced sweets that are
an alternative to coffee.
The vision thing
Science fiction is very useful
beyond just entertainment
because it imagines a future
where what’s impossible now
becomes possible. Robots are
a classic example as is the idea
of talking to computers and
Artificial intelligence. The author
suggest we read more sci-fi but
we should not be constrained
by the forms in which it is
presented.
Fascinating as all this is, the
author recognises that there are
moral and ethical issues around
a lot of this. Will it only be the
rich that will live very long lives?,
he asks.

This is a great
book if you
like your tech.
Technology
journalist Brian
Merchant gets
behind the
scenes at Apple, providing fresh
insights on the technology giant.
The picture that emerges is of
a brutal and secretive organisation run by a highly dedicated
team of innovators, who lived
in constant fear of Steve Jobs.
Early work on the i-phone was
largely hidden from Jobs, lest
he scuttle the project.
Merchant debunks many
of the myths created by Jobs
about how aspects of the
i-Phone were created by Apple
while at the same time recognising the mastery involved in
blending numerous technological advances from research labs
around the world. He also exhaustively traces the metals and
component parts of the phone
from diverse sources around the
world. A long book but well-regarded, it was short-listed for
FT McKinsey Book of the year.

The Ideas Industry
How Pessimists,
Partisans and Plutocrats
are transforming
the marketplace of ideas
by Daniel Drezner,
Oxford University Press

This book
notes the rise
of a band of
charlatons
who command
vast fees on
the conference
circuit, peddling
dubious ideas and
gaining rock-star status.
Half of all TED talks end in
standing ovations, he notes.
Ideas are not being robustly
challenged as they are in the
field of academia. Drezner
contrasts thought leaders with
public intellectuals. The former
see themselves as creators,
evangelists and optimists who
emphasise their experience. The
latter see themselves as critics,
sceptics and pessimists who
prioritise their expertise rather
than their experience. Many

of these thought leaders figure
now see themselves as ‘brands’
and they therefore need to keep
recycling thin ideas.

Reset
My fight for inclusion
and lasting change
by Ellen Pao, Penguin

A timely book in a year in which
discrimination against women has featured prominently,
this volume is viewed as a
ground-breaking account of
discrimination against women
and other minority groups in
the tech world. Though she lost
a 2015 suit taken against the
Silicon Valley venture capital firm
she worked with, Pao has exposed a toxic and non-inclusive
culture at the heart of corporate
America.
This is a highly personal and
detailed account
of Pao’s story that
has helped start
a debate about
discrimination in
terms of gender and
ethnicity amongst
other issues.

The Power of Little Ideas
The secret history
of the iPhone
by David Robertson,
Harvard Business Review Press

Sub-titled ‘a low-risk high
reward approach to innovation’, the book by a Wharton
professor Roberson debunks
the notion of radical disruptive
innovation. In doing this, organisations often throw the baby out
with the bathwater, he notes.
Instead, he suggests creating
a network of diverse, complimentary innovations around
products to make them more
compelling and attractive,
without fundamentally changing
them.
Secondly, companies should
developing those innovations so
they work together as a system
to achieve a single purpose.
Using this third way allow
organisations gain more value
from their key products and the
customers who buy them, he
notes. The book contains interesting case studies including
CarMax, LEGO,
Disney and Novo
Nordisk.

AUTHOR INTERVIEW

Gruber and Tal on evaluating
market opportunities

Don’t fall blindly
in love with your
business idea
Start-ups need to avoid emotional attachment to their
‘killer’ idea and be prepared
to take a much wider view
of the application of their
core concepts if they are to
achieve commercial success, Professor Marc Gruber
tells Decision Editor FRANK
DILLON
“Novice entrepreneurs fall in
love with their ideas and stick
doggedly to them. Our research
amongst hundreds of start-ups
in diverse sectors and geographies shows a clear pattern
where those who looked at
alternative opportunities – typically serial entrepreneurs – were
on average three times more
successful.”
That’s the view of Professor
Marc Gruber, a leading international researcher in innovation,
entrepreneurship and technology commercialisation and Vice
President for Innovation at the
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Lausanne.
Professor Gruber is co-author
with Dr Sharon Tal of ‘Where
to Play – 3 steps for discovering your most valuable market
opportunities (Financial Times
Publishing). The book provides
a step-by-step framework for
assessing market opportunities.
Too narrow a frame and lack
of flexibility drive many potentially viable concepts to an
early graveyard whereas a ‘look
before you leap’ approach could

Be systematic - Having a firm structure in your evaluation
process makes sure you will not overlook key issues.
Compare options based on the same considerations.
Turn hypothesis into knowledge – perform desk research and talk
to customers and market experts. Conduct small experiments
with customers if feasible.
Be aware of your biases – don’t use the evaluation process
to rationalise your intuition. Remain objective and sceptical and/or
debate your analysis with peers and stakeholders.

Marc Gruber

provide a sounder basis for
business success, he says.
“Focus is important for a
start-up but so is agility and
you need to balance the two. If
you are not open to alternative
paths while concentrating your
available resources and can’t
handle change or adaptation
efficiently, then you risk losing
the race.”
“A laser sharp focus on one
market opportunity doesn’t
pay off for most firms. On the
contrary, firms that implement
a wider approach, by keeping
related market options open,
outperform those who don’t,
mainly because of their greater
agility,” he adds.
Professor Gruber emphasises
the need for cognitive flexibility,
the mental ability to see things
from different perspectives.
He advises describing your
technological elements in the
most generic manner as they
will form the basis for different
applications.
“Applications are designed to
address specific needs so as
you uncover potential applications you should also consider
who may have the need for
them. These will create your
possible sets of customers.
Think as broadly as possible
about who may have the need
for your application. An environmental monitoring solution,
for example, could be useful for
hospitals but it could also be
useful for child-care institutions
and food manufacturers, to
name a few”
Even very specific technologies can find wider applications. He cites Inka Robots
as an example. This start-up

See the wood from the trees – Ask whether there is a real unmet
need and can you provide an effective solution much better than
what already exists within a viable business model.
Do the maths – Avoid 5-year plans but do ask can you achieve
sizeable margins, are your customers capable of paying the price
you want and how sticky will those customers be.

is developing an autonomous
tattooing robot controlled by
computer vision and is looking
to shake-up the tattoo world
by revolutionising technology,
prices, hygiene and safety. The
promoters now realise that their
innovation has potential applications in the medical field as
well as other areas that require
computer controlled cutting.
How you frame yourself and
the markets that you think you
will play in can often be the basis for your brand name. Again,
Professor Gruber’s advice is to
think more broadly, contrasting
the name Salesforce.com with
Oracle.
Taking a wider view of
potential market opportunities
has another benefit – it can be
a hedge against competition or
even obsolescence. Take Fuji,
The Japanese firm synonymous with colour film. Having
spent decades researching and
developing everything related
to photographic film, from raw
materials to processes and
systems, the firm became an
expert in many different advanced materials technologies,
including coatings, membranes
and organic compounds. Having learnt to combine these with
newly developed technologies,
the company today creates
unique materials that can be
used in an extremely wide variety of applications including desalination, gas membranes and
astropore filters. When digital
effectively destroyed the colour

film business, Fuji survived while
competitor Kodak’s inability to
think outside the box led to its
swift downfall.
Sometimes, the killer application is buried in the detail and
can take the venture in an unexpected direction. Flickr started
out in 2002 as a developer of a
multiplayer online game with real
time interaction through instant
messaging. One of its features
was a chat environment with
photo-sharing. The popularity of
this photo feature was so strong
the developers put the game itself on hold and focused instead
on the photo-sharing application
that we know today.
Professor Gruber says openness to new concepts needs
to be balanced with concentrating on a handful of ideas,
otherwise the process becomes
impossible. “Having three to five
market opportunities is a good
starting point. We have worked
with start-ups that could identify
more than 50 market opportunities.”
Paralysis by analysis is a
common problem that needs to
be avoided. Ultimately, uncertainty is normal when bringing
innovation to the marketplace,
he says.
“Get used to uncertainty.
Try gathering the most critical
information and validate it as
much as you can before making
a decision. Just as importantly,
update your evaluation as soon
as new data becomes available,” he says.
DECISION SPRING 2018
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Pulse
Concrete
achievements
The recovery in Ireland’s
construction industry, greater access to EU markets and
increased awareness of environmental concerns spells
good news for Ireland’s
pioneering green concrete
firm Ecocem.
The concrete industry is notoriously bad contributor to carbon
pollution. It is responsible for
twice the man-made emissions of
the aviation industry and anything
from five to eight percent of
annual global Co2 emission,
according to various sources.
An innovative Irish company
Ecocem, founded by the Ó’Riain
family, has been on a mission
to change this script since its
foundation in 2000.
Ecocem’s green cement is
made by processing a by-product of the steel industry called
ground granulated blast furnace
slag. This type of cement has
zero emissions of SO2 (acid
rain) or NOx (low-level ozone)
and does not damage the
environment through quarrying,
blasting or digging for shale or
limestone.
Among the product’s advantages are a lighter whiter
finish and greater fire-resistant
properties.
Developing an alternative
concrete in the backyard of

global building supplies giant
CRH might seem a plucky move
but Ecocem has had an international dimension since its early
days in the form of a partnership
with French firm ArcelorMittal,
one of the world’s largest steel
producers.
The Irish firm has a 70%
stake in Ecocem France with
two manufacturing facilities,
one in the south and one in the
north of France. It has a further
European production facility in
The Netherlands in addition to
its purpose-build Irish plant in
Ringsend.
Turnover for 2016 was €72m,
yielding profits of €2.6m. The
Group employs 93 people.
The Irish operation is headed
by Micheal McKittrick, who also
has responsibility for the UK
business. The firm has depots
in Runcorn and Sheerness. “We
assess our own carbon impact
annually and have this figure
verified by NSAI,” he notes.
Ecocem is a carbon neutral
company and a participant in
the Carbon Disclosure Project
through which it openly reports
its climate change management
activities and benchmarks itself
against leading industry peers.
The collapse of the construction industry during the years of
the recession blunted the firm’s
growth ambitions as traditional
sales fell dramatically which
forced the firm to innovative,
including looking at different
markets for bagged cement.

Michael McKittrick

The Dublin operation also
houses the Group’s 12 strong
R&D department which also
looked at completely new areas
for the core product, including
soil stabilisation.
Talking directly to end users
has also been a way to emphasise the advantages of using
Ecocem cement. The firm has
successfully engaged with the
architectural community to increase the level of specification
of the product at the design and
planning stage.
An early win involved the
specification of Ecocem in the
construction of the National
Convention Centre in Dublin

while it was also subsequently
used in the Samuel Beckett
Bridge, Aviva Stadium and
several major NRA tunnels
and bridges amongst others.
Typically, Ecocem cement is
used at a 50% replacement rate
for traditional Portland cement
but in some cases, it has been
specified at 70% plus replacement rates.
With an improved outlook
for the construction industry
in each of its key markets and
EU public procurement policies
specifying green elements,
Ecocom appears well placed to
take advantage of market conditions in the years ahead.

New site for
Decision

TAILOR-MADE INVESTMENT SOLUTIONS

Decision magazine is
developing its online
presence with a new site,
www.decisionireland.ie

At Irish Life Investment Managers (ILIM), we understand
that a one-size-fits-all strategy does not work. Blending leading edge
investment strategies and expert engagement, we ensure that the needs of
each client are fully matched. That’s why 8 of the 10 biggest Irish quoted
companies choose Irish Life to manage their pension funds.

The site features a selection of
content from the current issue
as well as archive material and
updates and information on the
publication.
A range of new features will
be added during 2018.

Our flexible approach to pensions and investments allows us to work with
our clients to engineer bespoke solutions which will suit their individual risk
and return profiles. It is this approach, with over €69 billion* in assets under
management that has made us a leading fund manager.

*As at 31st December 2017.
Investments may fall as well as rise.
To find out how we can help you, please contact:
Eunice Dreelan, Director – Investment Development
+353 1 704 2414

www.decisionireland.ie
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BITCOIN DECONSTRUCTED
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BARRY MCCALL looks at the
phenomenon that is bitcoin
and asks is it more shadow
than substance

tudents of the financial market are all too aware
of the “tulip mania” which gripped The Netherlands in the 17th century. In a single month, the
humble bulbs which were imported from Turkey at
the time rose in value by a near unimaginable 1,100
per cent. The mania was driven by greed and fear of
missing out rather than any underlying asset value.
Regarded as the first genuine financial bubble,
the price of a single bulb exceeded the annual pay
of an average Dutch worker at one point. And it was
to get worse.
In 1633, a single bulb of the Semper augustus
tulip was already worth 5,500 guilders and within
four years had almost doubled to 10,000 guilders.
Mike Dash put some context on these numbers in
his book “Tulipomania: The Story of the World’s
Most Coveted Flower and the Extraordinary Passions It Aroused”.
Ten thousand guilders was enough to “feed,
clothe and house a whole Dutch family for half a
lifetime, or sufficient to purchase one of the grandest homes on the most fashionable canal in Amsterdam for cash, complete with a coach house and
an 80-ft garden – and this at a time when homes in
that city were as expensive as property anywhere
in the world.”
When the price inevitably crashed many investors
went bankrupt within the space of a single week.
The damage to the Dutch economy was limited as
the wild speculation was confined to a fairly small
elite, many of whom were later relieved by the
courts of their obligations to make good on futures
contracts.
It is difficult not to draw parallels with this phenomenon and the recent quite staggering rise in the
bitcoin cryptocurrency. Similar to tulips, bitcoin has
no underlying asset value. Instead, it is simply worth
what anyone is willing to pay for it at any given point
in time.
And, like tulip bulbs, that price is susceptible to
even the faintest market murmur. As noted American billionaire investor Mark Cuban put it recently:
“You know it’s a bubble when a random twitter
thread bounces the price.”
And that price certainly bounced over the turn
of the year. At the beginning of 2015 one bitcoin
was worth $283. One year later it had risen to €449
and by the beginning of 2017 was worth just shy of
$900. By December 11, 2017 it had reached an alltime high of $19,458 before falling back to $8,269
on January 29, 2018. It subsequently recovered
somewhat to trade at above $11,000.
DECISION SPRING 2018
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“You know it’s a
bubble when a
random twitter
thread bounces
the price”

The question is, however, where it’s likely to go
to next. Will it hold that quite stellar valuation or will
it settle back to 2015 levels? Or indeed, will it rise
rapidly once again?
The answers to each of these questions belong
to the realms of guesswork. There is scant historical
evidence or trends to go on – the currency doesn’t
celebrate its tenth birthday until next year after all –
and there has been no underlying logic to its price
movements in its short history.
That history dates back to 2008 when an individual using the pseudonym Satoshi Nakamoto wrote
a white paper describing the cryptocurrency. The
first transaction occurred the following year when a
resident of Temple City, California, computer scientist Hal Finney received bitcoin from an anonymous
source.
Speculation has been rife since then that Mr Finney was in fact the inventor.
Bitcoin transactions do not involve intermediaries, possibly the currency’s most appealing feature
to financial anarchists. Bitcoins can be used to buy
goods or pay for services completely anonymously.
They can be bought on online marketplaces
known as bitcoin exchanges such as Coinbase, Bitstamp or Bitfinex. There is no guarantee in relation
14

to the security of these exchanges, however, and
Bitfinex was hacked in 2016 leading to the theft of
tens of millions of dollars worth of bitcoin.
Once they own them, people and organisations
can send bitcoins to each other using mobile apps
or PCs.
New bitcoins are created as a result of an activity
known as mining – the solving of highly complex
mathematical puzzles. Each time a puzzle is solved
the successful miner gets 12.5 bitcoins. However,
the underlying technology involved leads to the
puzzles getting more complex every few weeks.
Bitcoin mining has now become a business activity in itself and in what appears to be a return to
past form in relation to dubious financial activity it
has been reported that more energy is consumed
by Icelandic bitcoin miners than by all Icelandic
households combined.
The bad news for the Icelandic miners is that there
is a limit to the total number of bitcoins which can
eventually be mined. This was set by the inventor
at 21 million. Some say this was an effort to mimic
gold in terms of making it a finite resource. However, the simile is somewhat strained given the fact
that gold possesses an inherent beauty and intrinsic value which a virtual currency can never hope
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to match. Furthermore, new sources of gold are
constantly being identified and there is absolutely
no guarantee that some talented coder will not at
some stage in the future find a way of breaking the
21 million limit.
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thing) that he believed the anonymity offered by the
currency has directly led to deaths.
Contending that government’s ability to illegal
activities such as money laundering and terrorist
funding was both necessary and a social good he
said that the lack of traceability was dangerous.
“Cryptocurrencies are used for buying fentanyl
and other drugs, so it is a rare technology that has
caused deaths in a fairly direct way”, he said.
He also warned against investing in it. “I think the
speculative wave around ICOs (initial coin offerings)
and cryptocurrencies is super risky.”

MarketWatch

Ruth Maria Murphy ©2017

the cryptocurrencies.” Put options offer a way for
investors to bet against an asset and they become
more valuable as the asset’s price falls.
Another speaker at Davos this year was UBS bank
chairman Alex Weber who said that cryptocurrencies were speculative, risky and attracting investors
who “don’t fully understand these products.”
The infamous “Wolf of Wall Street”, Jordan Belfort, went a lot further when asked about Bitcoin
recently. “It’s the biggest scam ever, such a huge
gigantic scam that’s going to blow up in so many
people’s faces. It’s far worse than anything I was
ever doing.” Strong words indeed considering Mr
Belfort’s colourful track record.
JP Morgan chairman and CEO James Dimon is
firmly in the Buffet camp. “I could care less what
Bitcoin trades for, how it trades, why it trades, who
trades it. If you’re stupid enough to buy it, you’ll pay
the price for it one day.”
Mark Cuban, who noted the asset’s vulnerability
to tweets, is quite disparaging in his overall view
and is on the record as saying: “There’s no intrinsic
value, there’s no true ownership rights, you just
have the ability to buy and sell. They’re like baseball
cards and I think bitcoin is the same thing. Its value
is a function of supply and demand. It doesn’t really
do anything else.”
Even Nobel laureates are piling in with their negative views. Speaking at a conference in Lithuania
reported on by Bloomberg last year, Robert Shiller,
who was awarded the Nobel prize for his work on
market bubbles, shared his belief that the currency’s
appeal to at least some investors is its “anti-government, anti-regulation feel.” But, he added, “it’s such
a wonderful story, if it were only true.”
Bill Gates, who it was once claimed was a fan
of bitcoin, recently told a reddit AMA (ask me any-

© David Cantwell

Bitcoin transactions are recorded on a public log,
but the names of the people involved are never
disclosed. That enables people to buy and sell
anything without fear of being traced and that’s
the principal reason it has become the currency of
choice for criminals around the world.
The other attraction for criminals is speculation.
The ability to buy the currency anonymously makes
it an ideal money laundering mechanism and the
facility to buy goods or services anonymously with
any gains makes it even more alluring.
This brings up another question. Does the currency itself have a future beyond being the favoured
financial tool of the criminal classes?
If it is to survive it will have to beat off a growing
legion of competitors. According to Crypto Trades,
a specialist news service for the virtual currency
world, by January of 2018 there were 1,387 cryptocurrencies in existence – more than five times the
number of physical currencies in use in the world
today. Bitcoin was the clear leader with a market
capitalisation if $256 billion, Ethereum came in second with a market cap of $111 billion, with Ripple in
third slot at $98 billion.
The other 1,384 currencies are worth a total of
€286 billion between them.
Of course, all of these figures are subject to rapid
and quite startling change and by February 2018,
those valuations had fallen by around 40 percent while
the number of virtual currencies continued to climb.
This again brings us back to those fundamental
questions, or probably just one question – is this
just another tulip? Unfortunately for those who
piled in at or near the top of the recent market surge
the consensus among those who probably should
know is that it most certainly is.
Ireland’s own Denis O’Brien, who has built a
deserved reputation as a canny investor, told journalists at the recent Davos World Economic Forum
that there is “absolutely no chance” that he would
invest in bitcoin.
O’Brien is in good company in his view with Warren Buffet echoing it in a CNBC interview late last
year. The Sage of Omaha, who as far back as 2014
called cryptocurrencies a mirage, said: “In terms of
cryptocurrencies, generally, I can say almost with
certainty that they will come to a bad ending. Now,
when it happens or how, or anything else, I don’t
know. We don’t own any, we’re not short any, we’ll
never have a position in them.”
Interestingly, Buffet added that he would be
glad to buy five-year put options on “every one of

Parilov / Shutterstock.com
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In a recent MarketWatch article renowned asset
manager Mitch Tuchman gave his explanation for
why the advice of these experts is being ignored.
“As with dot-coms and real estate, the fuel driving
the bitcoin fire is the continual entry of new investors, more and more people motivated by FOMO,
fear of missing out”, he wrote. “This can happen
to even large stocks, of course. Nearly every asset
class has its heady moments. Yet stocks bounce
back, over and over, thanks to Buffett’s notion of
intrinsic value.”
And he had a warning for would-be investors.
“Given that bitcoin is supposed to replace cash,
what is the ultimate source of cash flow from digital
coins created on the internet? It’s dollars flowing
from the pockets of buyers who want to own those
coins. Cut off the supply of new investors and the
bitcoin craze ends.”
It’s a pyramid or Ponzi in other words. “The fact
is, bitcoin has no intrinsic value at all. While many
digital coin ‘investors’ would argue that neither does
a dollar, I counter that just about nobody thinks of
American cash as an investment, except for per-

haps currency speculators. Rather, dollars are a
temporary store of value, a means of transmitting
that value from one person to another. As Buffett
says, valuing bitcoin is like trying to value a paper
check drawn on a bank. Pointless.”
Perhaps the harshest assessment of all came
from Nobel laureate Joseph Stiglitz, who told
Bloomberg TV last November that bitcoin “ought to
be outlawed. Bitcoin is successful only because of
its potential for circumvention. It doesn’t serve any
socially useful function.”
And there is bad news even for the criminals with
governments and central banks starting to make
moves towards regulating the sector, thereby bringing
an end to the anonymity which is so alluring for users.
Bank of England governor Mark Carney spoke
for many of his fellow regulators recently when he
said in a speech in London at the end of February
that the time had come to “regulate elements of the
crypto-asset ecosystem to combat illicit activities.
Authorities are rightly concerned that given their
inefficiency and anonymity, one of the main reasons
for their use is to shield illicit activities. This cannot
be condoned. Anarchy may reign on the dark web,
but in the UK it’s just a song that your parents used
to listen to.”
While some investors of note have speculated on
bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies it is hard to find
any that actually back it as a long-term play. For
example, Richard Branson is on record for saying
positive things about Bitcoin but you still can’t use
it as a payment method with any of his businesses
and it would appear that his enthusiasm is really for
the underlying blockchain technology.
The weight of opinion is certainly against bitcoin
but only time will tell if this powerful consensus is
correct in its thinking. They’ve been wrong before…D

“Richard Branson
is on record for
saying positive
things about
Bitcoin but you
still can’t use
it as a payment
method with
any of his
businesses”
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SUSTAINABILITY

Taking a wider view
of what matters
Non-financial reporting is now
a reality for larger corporates,
with an EU Directive in force
from this year. SHEENA
HORGAN looks at the
implications.

T
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Sheena Hogan, CSR Specialist

How to walk the walk

Language is key in reporting. The narrative that
sits in print should reflect and relay the integrity of
the content. In practice, when businesses speak
about non-financials, they generally defer to their
environmental credentials and practices, and talk
about sustainability. And the word itself is guilty of
semantic debate. In its rawest sense, it’s an explicit
and critical goal for all business. But the growing
green agenda has encroached on the term and
whilst not altering its true meaning has somewhat
highjacked its core interpretation to be about being
‘environmentally friendly’.
Corporate sustainability today is about communication, engagement and value creation for all stakeholders. Or as the Brundtland Commission’s Our
Common Future report described: “meet(ing) the
needs of the present without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own
needs”. Both the social and economic aspects of
an organisation therefore should find a suitable
home under this heading.
DECISION SPRING 2018
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he EU Directive on non-financial reporting
(Directive 2014/95/EU) comes into play in
2018 when companies affected – public interest companies and those with over 500 employees
- will be obliged to report on non-financial issues
such as sustainability, social, community and diversity aspects.
Certainly, transparency improves performance
and impacts matter. And to extract value from them
they need to be articulated, measured, understood
and communicated. Reporting impacts matters to
shareholders because they contribute to both the
contemplation, commentary and assessment of
risk, a key concern to all shareholders. Reporting
can also encourage internal efficiency because it
requires systems, and the scrutiny of these allows
for learning and improvements, and ultimately
potential cost savings.
It’s also worth noting that this Directive has been
a while in the making. Part of its rationale for a legislative rather than voluntary approach is that the
former resulted in only 10% of companies reporting
non-financial information. The Directive arguably
reflects a growing interest amongst shareholders
and investors in these aspects of a business, so
it’s an indicator of the new mood music in reporting
and metrics.
Perhaps as a result, there are many senior managers and board members who are highly engaged
in the merit and detail of the non-financial aspects
of their businesses. But this appreciation and interest is far from ubiquitous, and there’s a tangible
intransigence in some boardrooms that CSR and
social impacts require descriptive rather than prescriptive reporting. Devoid of high level and C-suite
commitment, the promotion, implementation and
measurement of such activities will be minimal. For
those, this new form of reporting will be a big ask.

SUSTAINABILITY

“Companies are voluntarily
embracing green reporting because
it makes good business sense”

Easier
Smarter
Personalized
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“Companies’
social behaviour
impacts on
its commercial
success –
implicitly and
explicitly”
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Companies’ social behaviour impacts on its commercial success – implicitly and explicitly. What a
business does in the social space needs to, at the
very least not detract value, and ideally add value
to the community. The Wheel coined a phrase Societal Value and I think it works well in this regard.
The social impacts of an organisation should allow
society and local communities to be stable and to
thrive. This is from where social reporting originally
came, because non-financial reporting isn’t new.
It dates to the 1970s with “social balance sheets”
where companies reported on the social benefits
they paid to their employees quantitatively. Ten
years and several environmental disasters later, and
the reports included environmental aspects with
the first publication of a stand-alone environmental
report in 1989. Over time then these environmental
reports became more marketing-led and therefore
were a competitive tool so there’s an accepted
intrinsic commercial value to reporting.
Harking back to its original content, another key
non-financial area is the development of human
capital. Our Common Future lists many activities
that could sit here – “employee training programs,
improvement management, apprentice programs,
fringe benefits, flexible work time models, health
and prevention programs, flexible workplace
design, qualification programs for job returnees,

minority-promotion programs, and occupational
child care”.
Boston College’s Centre for Corporate Citizenship produced “The Value of Social Reporting” that
described social reporting as a recurring process:
One that needs to cover performance and especially
progress, so the story emerges and evolves over
time through regularly reporting against consistent
indicators. For many sectors, customer orientation
is critical and pursued as a business strategy. It
follows that this reporting acknowledges their perspective and provides the organisation’s position,
performance and progress in these regards.
Framing the report and capturing these various
non-financial strands within a business, is a task
and a half. But the recently published guidelines go
some way to providing structure – though it’s worth
noting that the Directive itself is not prescriptive in
how the reporting is to happen, just that it happens.
The Guidelines suggest the business model,
business relationships and KPIs of the organisation
are reported, much of which are no doubt already
articulated to some degree in annual reports. And
the organisation’s corporate citizenship and role
in its community are further pronounced under the
headings of policies, risks, due diligence and of
course impacts. As indicated by the Consultation
on the Directive last year, materiality is key but a
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Is your company protected
against employee illness?
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support your employees when
they fall ill.
These include rehabilitation
and nurse visits at work, functional capacity evaluation, job
demands analysis and work station assessment, physiotherapy,
psychological therapies and
chronic condition management
programmes.

challenge. And the Directive proffers flexibility in
“Rigour,
that regard (at least for now).
transparency
What the Green Movement taught us
and integrity are This Directive is the latest milestone in a movement
what will make that is fast gathering momentum and interest as it
paves the way for further more widespread requirereporting against ments of businesses to report on social matters.
There’s a lot to be learnt from the green agenda
this Directive
where ‘environmental’ as an issue is leading the
an added value way, for other social issues to follow: In the Nineties
there were shoots of interest and a hint of an appeexercise”
tite for green issues, as headlines like “Green is the

“Companies are voluntarily embracing ‘green’
reporting because it makes good business sense.
Not only does public reporting push companies
to be more disciplined about their environmental
performance, which, in turn, reduces their environmental risk, it also creates positive PR. Good green
reporting can serve as a differentiator in the war for
talent—people like working for socially responsible
companies—and it can make a company more
attractive to customers and investors as well. Moreover, because green reporting puts all business
practices under scrutiny, it often helps managers
identify cost savings and even new business opportunities”

ply that for social reporting, the time has come, and
therein lies an opportunity for business to be ahead
of the curve. With a wealth of reputable role models
from which to learn, and a growing and quantifiable body of evidence and therefore appetite and
appreciation for corporate sustainability across
everything from resourcing, pricing, operations,
there is a resoundingly justified and empirical reason to embrace non-financial issues and to measure and report them.
The breadth of what could be covered under
‘non-financial’ is also expanding, with the call for
‘diversity’ gaining volume. Disclosure on board
diversity is one element of the Directive and it’s not
just gender that gets questioned, but education,
background, age et al. The rationale is that diversity
improves corporate governance and decreases
risk. And certainly those that responded to the
Directive’s Consultation were in agreement as to its
importance.
The final note on the Directive has to be efficacy.
What’s the point of it all? The European Commission
defines CSR as being the impact a company has on
its (physical, social, economic) environment. But it
also recognises the crossover value of when social
and commercial interests are aligned. So the value
of reporting as proposed here, is only manifest if
performance is included. And by performance, I
mean actions and impacts against set goals – and
corporate citizenship ones at that.
Rigour, transparency and integrity are what will
make reporting against this Directive an added
value exercise, and the juice worth the squeeze. D

All of this still holds true for environmental reporting,
but is equally applicable across a broader range of
non-financial topics. The learnings from this is sim-

Sheena Horgan is a communications consultant and
CSR specialist. @SheenaHorgan

new Black”, and the launch of Fairtrade and Anita
Roddick’s Body Shop proved the point that green
could be commercial. And by 2000, even the Harvard Business review was writing articles (“Green
Reporting”, Ans Kolk, HBR Jan/Feb 2000) that said:
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Richard Jones, Head of Corporate
Life & Pensions, Aviva Ireland

Absenteeism is a serious
issue for Irish companies.
7 million days are lost each
year due to it, at a cost of
€750 million. Musculoskeletal disorders like back pain,
arthritis and osteoporosis
are the leading cause of
illness among Ireland’s workforce, accounting for 50% of
all absences, and these will
only increase as our population ages.

Make your employees’
health your business
Taking a proactive approach to
your employees’ health can really
benefit both them and your business. There are many things you
can do to help, like assessing
and reducing workplace health
risks, promoting staff health and
wellbeing, and destigmatising
mental health issues.
Keep the lines of communication open. Let your employees
know that you are willing to do
whatever you can to support
their return to work after an

illness or injury, including things
like adapting the workplace,
facilitating ongoing treatment
or allowing them to work from
home.
It pays to look after
your employees’ health
A healthier workforce is a
happier workforce, so helping
your employees look after their
health is win-win for everyone.
Companies that have implemented Aviva’s Early Intervention Programme have reported
very positive results. In 2017,
Aviva UK helped 1,028 sick
or injured employees with our
rehabilitation services. Of these,
63% of referrals were for mental
health conditions and 16% were
for musculoskeletal disorders.
Our results speak
for themselves
We are pleased to report that
86% of all of the rehabilitation

cases resulted in a positive
outcome last year, with 84% of
employees with mental health
conditions making a safe and
timely return to work and 61%
of cancer sufferers made a
successful return to work with
our support.
Furthermore, our early intervention support for musculoskeletal conditions meant that
81% of employees successfully
remained at or returned to work.
These outcomes prove that
using Early Intervention services
when employees are ill can
speed up their recovery and
improve their quality of life and
wellbeing, reducing the amount
of time they are absent and
saving companies money.
If you would like to find out
more about Group Income
Protection from Aviva and our
Early Intervention services
contact Invesco.

When one of your employees
gets ill, the whole company
can be affected. That’s why it’s
important to consider this possibility and put a plan in place to
ease the pressure on both them
and on your business.
The importance of
Early Intervention in
the recovery process
At Aviva we understand how
important it is to support both
employees and their companies
during illness, so we have added Early Intervention services to
our Group Income Protection
Policy.
Early Intervention can speed
up recovery for the employee,
get them back to work sooner
with the support they need and
reduce the cost of their absence
for the company.
Delivered in partnership with
Spectrum Health, our Early
Intervention programme offers
a range of specialist services to
DECISION SPRING 2018
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“What may represent a nightmare for some, this
stimulating, modern landscape heralds a working
environment which is deliberately designed
towards collaboration, inspiration and creativity”

The flexible
future of offices

Hot-desking and co-working spaces are becoming increasingly
popular with a number of new facilities opening recently.
Are they a passing fashion or part of a new and smarter way
of working? NUALA MACKLIN investigates.
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re we witnessing the end of the lanes of
personalised desks and faces peering and
whispering over panelled-off cubicles in the
office? With no scope for potted plants or family
photos, the corporate workspace floor is becoming
more akin to a chess board with collapsible desktops attached to walls, and inter-changeable desks
which can be raised and lowered at will and used by
a different person every day.
What may represent a nightmare for some, this
stimulating, modern landscape heralds a working
environment which is deliberately designed towards
collaboration, inspiration and creativity. With the
spiralling costs of office space in our major cities,
the number of companies offering co-working and
hot desk options has skyrocketed in a newly prospering economy. Are we looking at the standard
face of the future office environment, or is this simply the latest trend for the younger corporate and
freelance worker?
Finian Buckley, Associate Professor of Organisational Psychology at DCU Business School and
Head of Programme Development at Centre for
Executive Programmes at DCU Business School,
sees pros and cons. ‘While there are so many
advantages for organisations, I think that this system has less appeal for some than it might do to
others. As a research scientist I suspect that most
of the students that I teach in my undergraduate
classes may be more comfortable with the hot-desk
option.’
He adds: ‘I’ve slipped past the big ‘five-O’, and I
can’t imagine myself feeling comfortable using a hot
desk, or at least it would take me a period of time to
make this transition. This is probably because in my
career I’ve always had a desk in a traditional office
and you just get used to that. However, as a species
we are probably the most adaptable animal on the
planet. Our success is down to our ability to adapt
and squeeze optimal results out of any environment
or any situation. We’ve adapted from mainframe

computers to personal computers on the desk, and
then to laptops and then to the smart phone. We’ve
made the transition all the way along.’

Cost Advantage

Cost is generally the driver when it comes to choosing hot-desking as a work environment, particularly
when it comes to the start-up or freelance worker.
Buckley says ‘Some large organisations would say
it’s not to do with cost. If they’re using a lot of time
space in traditional offices, and fewer and fewer
people are spending time in them, this is a big waste
of resources and they’re looking for a solution.’
We only have to look at the smart phone as a living example of our adaptability. The professor says
‘When I see teenagers living their social lives through
their smart phones, without physical contact with
some of the people in their network for maybe only
once or twice a year but their relationships are as
close as many of our traditional relationship. The
smart phone is an extension of their life; their reality
and how they live.’
Buckley says ‘If an entrepreneur gets through
the early phase of their start-up business and are
really not comfortable with hot-desking, as they
gain resources they’ll create permanent spaces and
revert to that which is comfortable for them. On the
other hand, if they learn to like the adaptability and
flexibility of it, then they may maintain the hot-desking as a solution for their needs’.
‘Ten years ago when some people were saying “I
can’t stand open plan offices” some of my students
did some research on whether people who worked
in open-plan offices and traditional four-walled
offices were more productive. The results showed
that productivity was not impacted by either format.
Neither was it a case of whether the traditional style
was chosen in favour an open-plan office’.
He says ‘Where is the logic in an organisation
that allocates an 8 x 8 feet valuable office space to
an employee who spends 38 of their 40-hour week
DECISION SPRING 2018
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Bomenian backdrop

The bohemian neighbourhood of Newmarket
Square in Dublin 8 is home to Sona 10 run by
Canadian-born Adrian O’Connor. He says ‘The
workspace facility here is geared towards creative
start-ups and freelancers who want to be based in
the heart of Dublin’s Liberties’.
Adrian is also the founder of digital agency Proxify,
which is based in the same building, located beside
the Teeling Distillery. The venture is part-funded by
their successful ongoing, crowd-funding campaign
which plans to raise an additional €25,000 in order
to grow the co-working space to its full capacity.
Private funding was raised by Sona 10 which got
things up and running and has enabled the first
crop of tenants to move in. These include Ciara
Murray Architects, SES Electronics, Doodle Web
Design, the Irish School of Archaeology, and Restless Design who also kitted out this new co working
environment.
Desks can be rented for €250 per month, and
crowd-funding members will get a special discount
as will Dublin 8 residents. O’Connor says ‘If you are
an early stage business you can be part of this creative community. The benefits include 24/7 access
to the secure workspace; use of meeting rooms,
hospitality and social events; super-fast Wi-Fi;
Printing facilities. As a dedicated social entrepreneur, O’Connor’s goal is to build a meaningful and
profitable facility which will reflect, contribute to and
blend in with the surrounding community.
Sona 10 tenant Michael Byrne runs the tour
company City Kayaking. He says the location and
co-working space at Newmarket square is perfect
for him. ‘Our business has really taken off this year
and we were operating from our mobiles which
became a bit hectic. You need a base and Sona
10 is great value for money. You’ve access to the
space, a canteen and meeting rooms. There’s a
great community in the building with other businesses there that I’d know.
With the huge volume of tourists coming to Teelings Distillery next door, and the Hop-On Hop-Off
tours, the 1916 Tours and the Lazy Bike tour have
really brought the square to life in the past year.
There’s accommodation for 400 students close
by too so there’s a great market for us here at our
doorstep’ Byrne says.
Joe McGinley is CEO of Iconic Offices and has a
good insight into the challenges facing the start-up
business. He says ‘People understand that life is
26
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“As a species we are
probably the most adaptable
animal on the planet. Our
success is down to our
ability to adapt and squeeze
optimal results out of any
environment or any situation”
Professor Finian Buckley, Associate
Professor of Organizational Psychology
at Dublin City University

© David Cantwell

outside the physical building meeting clients? The
hot desk has to be a realistic option. With anything
that involves quality control or monitoring processes
on screen where they need real-time information
then this isn’t a good solution. The constant moving
around and having to book desks may be a real
impediment to the continuity of what they’re doing’.
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too short to spend it working for a company that is
not making a positive impact on the world and the
lives of its employees. We’re seeing a lot of great
people leave the corporate environment right now.
They are leaving behind security and monitory gain
and going in search of a career with purpose within
a sector which they believe will give them the personal satisfaction they crave’.
‘This type of person is initially attracted to Iconic
Offices because of the fully serviced ‘hotel-like’
workspace we offer. They can literally plug in their
computer/laptop and they are ready to go’.
According to McGinley, another aspect of what
they offer is their creative, design-led and fun interiors which are comparable to leading tech companies such as Facebook or Twitter. ‘But they tend to
stay within Iconic Offices for the community, culture
and friends that they make along the way,’ he says.
‘The world of work is changing and people want
to be part of something that matters. This can mean
working for themselves or being part of a culture
driven company with goals and vision.’

Ruth Maria Murphy ©2017

Flexible workspace
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Iconic Offices operate from 16 locations in Dublin,
with spaces ranging from one to 500 desks and
occupies more than 250,000 sq. ft of flexible workspace in Dublin.
Iconic’s Róisín Moloney explains: ‘Hot desking at
Iconic offices starts at €49 plus VAT for a flexible 8
hours access per month. The range goes up to €449
plus VAT for a dedicated desk. You can choose from
private offices, dedicated or floating desks. Working
in several time-zones is normal here, so you’ll have
24-hour access and unlimited coffee to keep the
neurons firing. In the canteen you can help yourself
to breakfast, grab a booth and get work done, or
hang out with fellow members. Our central location
makes getting to work easy, and you’ll never be
short of things to do along some of the oldest and
liveliest streets in the city.’
Glandore, meanwhile is an Irish family-owned
flexible workspace providers based in the Fitzwilliam Street area. The company has been in business
for more than fifteen years and has four major workspaces in Dublin and two in Belfast. Glandore’s Joe
Mahon explains ‘Sometime people come to us as
start-ups, and they’ll have been used to working in
big corporate desks offices.
The start-ups know they can’t work at the kitchen
table or a busy coffee shop and they might not even
have a website, or their company incorporated.
They know they need a desk and when we meet
them we find that they might need to be put in
touch with a solicitor or a book-keeper, or a graphic
designer or accountant which we can do within
our member network. Here in Glandore, we like to
allow our members to share their skills and come
together’.

“Working in several time-zones is
normal here, so you’ll have 24-hour
access and unlimited coffee to
keep the neurons firing. In the
canteen you can help yourself to
breakfast, grab a booth and get
work done, or hang out with fellow
members. Our central location
makes getting to work easy, and
you’ll never be short of things to
do along some of the oldest and
liveliest streets in the city”
Glandore operates on a dedicated desk or a
hot-desking membership basis. Mahon says: ‘If
you’ve a dedicated desk, it means that you can
leave your laptop or equipment overnight in a
locker, or if it’s hot desk membership where a lot of
people are travelling around and maybe just stay for
a few hours in a day and keep their equipment with
them. We have quiet corners and phone booths
for making calls which helps get the balance right
between noise, collaboration and productivity’.
Hot desk membership at Glandore starts at €275
while dedicated desks are available from €495.
These include the complimentary workplace benefits such as: Yoga, Pilates, Desk-to-5k running club;
On-site barber/ masseuse/ blow dry bar, and Health
& Wellbeing webinars and seminars.
Digital consultant Ian Cumbers from Graysen
Rose is a Glandore client. He says: ‘We’ve been
in operation for nearly two years and we help
organisations on their path to digital growth. When
working at home in a makeshift office just wasn’t
cutting it anymore we made the move to hot-desking. Glandore was a perfect match for us. The city
centre location was ideal and the facilities were
better than anything we could have organised for
ourselves. Knowing that all our accommodation, IT,
printing and conferencing needs are being met is
such a weight off our shoulders. We can focus on
growing our business’ Cumbers says.
‘Taking the leap and starting our own business
was in many ways terrifying, but also hugely liberating and exciting. Looking back over the last
couple of years, we can easily identify some of the
decisions we’ve made along the way. There’s a lot
of things we would do differently with the benefit of
hindsight, but I can honestly say that choosing to
work within Glandore was a good one’ he says. D
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Igniting the workplace
Small changes can have
huge consequences for
employee engagement, writes
PROFESSOR DANIEL CABLE

A

The Power of Purpose

One of the triggers that activates the seeking system is purpose. Purpose is energising. It lights up
our systems and gives us that jolt of dopamine. But
because purpose is personal and emotional, it is
difficult for leaders to instill it in others. It’s one thing
to read about something in a business book and
another to put it into practice.
So how do we create the feeling of purpose and
make sure it lasts? To have a shot at success, you
need to help employees witness their impact on
others, as the case of Rick Garrelfs shows.
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Professor Daniel Cable

Rick, who was a leader at Rabobank for eighteen
years, told me about an experience he developed
to help high-potential employees understand the
meaning of their work. Working with a consulting
organisation, Garrelfs and his team told the sixty
employees: “At 5 am, be at Eindhoven (a city in the
northern part of the Netherlands) Central station.”
They did not divulge any further information to the
participants, which naturally caused some curiosity
and concerns. Some of the people called and protested, “But the trains are not running at 5 am” or
“I live far away, so I will need a hotel.” To which the
team responded by saying: “Yes, that is correct” to
retain the mystery.
People started arriving at the station from 4:30,
and the team made sure the café was open and coffee and rolls were available. Around 5:15, Garrelfs
started walking from the station (the group followed
naturally at that point) into a waiting coach, which
took them on a thirty-minute drive into the dark,
away from town. The bus stopped, the group exited
and started walking into the fields, with Garrelfs in
front with a light, and someone from the consulting
firm with a light at the rear.
After thirty minutes, they arrived at a line of trees,
where they saw a man standing with a candle. As
the group gathered around him, still in the dark of
early morning, the man started to speak about the
situation of farmers in the late nineteenth century
in the southern Netherlands. He spoke about the
farmers’ daily problems, their poverty, and the
harshness of their existence. He described how the
Dutch priest, Pater Gerlacus van den Elsen, used
his local influence to bring farmers together, so that
those that had some money could lend it to those
that didn’t for investment.
As the man spoke, the sun slowly started to light
the scene—the landscape and the group of peo-
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t one point or other, we’ve all felt dulled by
what we do at work—bored and creatively
bankrupt. We’ve sometimes lost our zest for
our jobs and accepted working as a sort of long
commute to the weekend.
Yet even though we’ve all been there, it can be
frustrating when our people aren’t living up to their
potential. It’s exasperating when employees are
disengaged and don’t seem to view their work as
meaningful.
It can be hard to remember that employees don’t
usually succumb to these negative responses for
a lack of trying. They want to feel motivated. They
seek meaning from their jobs.
But their organisations are letting them down.
We can do a much better job at maintaining their
engagement with their work. But first, we need to
understand that employees’ lack of engagement isn’t
really a motivational problem. It’s a biological one.
Here’s the thing: many organisations are deactivating the part of employees’ brains called the
seeking systems. Our seeking systems create the
natural impulse to explore our worlds, learn about
our environments, and extract meaning from our
circumstances. When we follow the urges of our
seeking system, it releases dopamine—a neurotransmitter linked to motivation and pleasure—that
makes us want to explore more.
With small but consequential nudges and interventions from leaders, it’s possible to activate
employees’ seeking systems by encouraging them
to play to their strengths, experiment, and feel a
sense of purpose.

“With small but
consequential
nudges and
interventions from
leaders, it’s possible
to activate employees’
seeking systems
by encouraging
them to play to their
strengths, experiment,
and feel a sense
of purpose”

ple—and the group recognised the speaker. He was
Bert Mertens, the senior executive of Cooperative
Affairs and Governance of Rabobank, reporting
directly to the executive board. Bert was seen as the
“conscience” of cooperative thinking in the bank.
His core message: Rabobank emerged from the
misery of farmers, and we should never forget that.
Bert then walked the group across the farm fields,
to a house where they were served breakfast by the
farmers, who were long-time members of Rabobank. The farmers talked about the life of farming
now, the difficulty of keeping a medium-sized farm
alive, and what they did to make ends meet.
Although this had only been the start of the
first day of a program, years later the participants
picked out this particular moment as perhaps the
most important experience for them in terms of
understanding the meaning of Rabobank.
It is one thing for a leader to talk in a meeting
about the mission of connecting banking to agriculture. This can be logical and strategic, and a leader
can even put pictures of farms on the PowerPoint
deck. It is another thing to have a personal experience: to walk in the fields, to connect with nature in
the early morning, to eat and talk with the farmers
who you serve as a bank.

Imagine how this firsthand experience could
change employees’ stories about why they do what
they do, and how it might help newcomers fashion
their own purpose story. This sense of purpose
could help employees make decisions that align
with Rabobank’s purpose, but also help them see
their work as something worth doing.
This is the power of purpose: it activates the
seeking system and makes life feel better. When
we understand the powerful humanistic results of
purpose – not to mention the economic benefits of
building purpose into businesses – then our quest
as leaders changes. Our mission moves from “How
can I make this job more efficient, predictable, and
controlled?” to “How can I give my team firsthand
experiences that allow them to personalise the
meaning of their work?”
This is a powerful new way to think about employment – as a chance to light up employees’ seeking
systems instead of shutting them down.
Daniel M. Cable (@DanCable) is Professor of
Organisational Behaviour at London Business School.
Reprinted by permission of Harvard Business Review Press. Excerpted from
Alive at Work: The Neuroscience of Helping Your People Love What They
Do’. Copyright 2018 Dan Cable. All rights reserved
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Why Executives should
talk less and ask more
questions BY HAL GREGERSEN
When you’re the CEO of a large organization — or even a small one — your greatest responsibility is to recognize whether
it requires a major change in direction.
Indeed, no bold new course of action can
be launched without your say-so. Yet your
power and privilege leave you insulated
— perhaps more than anyone else in the
company — from information that might
challenge your assumptions and allow you
to perceive a looming threat or opportunity.
Ironically, to do what your exalted position
demands, you must in some way escape
your exalted position.
Walt Bettinger, the CEO of Charles Schwab, calls
this dilemma his job’s “number one challenge.” As
he explains, it takes two forms: “people telling you
what they think you want to hear, and people being
fearful to tell you things they believe you don’t want
to hear.” Managers at all levels experience some
form of this challenge, he points out, but “its grip is
most intense in the top office.”
Nandan Nilekani, a cofounder of Infosys and
recently a senior Indian government official, understands the dangers of this phenomenon. “If you’re
a leader, you can put yourself in a cocoon—a goodnews cocoon,” he notes. “Everyone tells you, ‘It’s all
right—there’s no problem.’ And the next day, everything’s wrong.” And if it’s hard for word of internal
troubles to penetrate the CEO bubble created by
power and position, it can be nearly impossible for
signals from outside the organization—especially
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BURSTING THE CEO BUBBLE
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IN BRIEF
THE PROBLEM

Power and prestige insulate most
CEOs from ideas and information
that might alert them to looming
opportunities or threats.

THE SOLUTION

Innovative executives work hard to
break down the walls surrounding
them by gaining exposure to a broad
range of constituents and venturing
oﬀ the beaten path.

THE EMPHASIS

GaudiLab / Shutterstock.com

These CEOs actively seek out situations where they may be unexpectedly wrong, unusually uncomfortable,
and uncharacteristically quiet. This
helps them ask the right questions,
discover previously unknown
territory, and detect important
but weak signals.

early, weak ones—to get through. This is problematic in an era when competitive markets change
quickly. When a dramatic shift is on the horizon, the
first indications usually appear in ambiguous events
on the fringes of the market.
In the course of conducting more than 200
research interviews with senior business executives
over the past few years, I’ve come across hardly
anyone who did not identify with this problem
(including founders of fairly small firms). But more
tellingly, I’ve also seen that at firms that are highly
successful innovators, leaders are especially
attuned to it and committed to overcoming it. Those
executives work hard to break down the walls surrounding them. “When you’re in a box in an office,
you’ve got to invent a way out of the box,” says
Amazon’s founder, Jeff Bezos. These leaders do
just that. They deliberately seek out strikingly different situations where they are more likely to encounter the unexpected. They venture off the beaten
path and, in the process, discover challenging new
questions that fuel important insights.
34
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Framing the right questions

Persistent CEOs almost always get the information
they request. It might not arrive as fast as they’d like,
but eventually it gets there. Their bigger problem is
getting information they haven’t demanded because
they don’t know to ask for it. And unfortunately, it’s
not just obscure corners of underperforming operations that CEOs are oblivious to. Often, it’s some
brewing development that will redraw the lines of
competition for the future.
One way to describe these unanticipated risks
is “unknown unknowns”—a phrase former U.S.
defense secretary Donald Rumsfeld made famous
in 2002. As he explained: “There are known knowns;
there are things we know we know. We also know
there are known unknowns; that is to say we know
there are some things we do not know. But there are
also unknown unknowns—the ones we don’t know
we don’t know. And…it is the latter category that
tend to be the difficult ones.”
Though Rumsfeld was talking about military
threats, business threats that seem to come out of

nowhere can likewise be the most dangerous. The
worst casualties happen when a company is blindsided by innovations and new players its managers
never even imagined. Just ask the executives of the
GPS device makers that were rendered irrelevant
by free navigation apps on phones and of the taxi
businesses upended by ordinary car owners selling
rides through Uber and Lyft.
Often the territory of unknown unknowns can be
lit up by an insightful question. As innovation expert
Clayton Christensen likes to observe, “Every answer
has a question that retrieves it.” But formulating
the right questions is often difficult—something
Elon Musk, the visionary behind PayPal, SpaceX,
and Tesla, points out. “A lot of times the question
is harder than the answer,” he notes. “If you can
properly phrase the question, then the answer is the
easy part.”
An imaginative question helped CEO Jeff Immelt
find the answer to a serious challenge confronting
GE. As the web began to reshape the global economy, the corporate giant’s management started to

wonder how GE, a century-old manufacturer in the
age of digital start-ups, could achieve greater relevance. Thanks to a strong culture that encourages
fundamental questions in “moments of intense
introspection,” as Immelt describes it, he and his
team had the insight to ask: “What if GE were a
‘digital industrial’—and what would that mean?”
That reframing opened a vast amount of unknown
unknown territory to explore, because the whole
notion that there could be a digital industrial hybrid
had not previously been articulated. The resulting
innovation, which combines physical-world expertise with big data and applied analytics to tackle the
“internet of really big things,” has transformed the
company.

“IF YOU’RE A LEADER,
YOU CAN PUT YOURSELF IN
A GOOD-NEWS COCOON”
Unfortunately, leaders can’t formulate brilliant
questions at will any more than they can summon
lightning bolts. But they can increase the chances
that flashes of insight will occur by understanding
the conditions that give rise to them and then seeking out or creating those conditions.
The starting point is getting exposure to a broad
variety of constituencies and projecting an approachable attitude that inspires other people to
speak up. Bettinger has a comprehensive set of
tactics for doing that. First, he checks in regularly
with important stakeholders—employees, owners,
analysts, and clients. Whenever he meets someone
from one of those groups, he asks this question: “If
you were in my job, what would you be focusing
on?” This query is designed to unearth opportunities and threats that haven’t occurred to him, and
because it’s worded so that it’s not about him, people are much more likely to volunteer information,
he says. On frequent visits to work sites away from
headquarters, he makes a point of telling employees that his biggest personal challenge is isolation
and asks for their help. To ensure that the people
he manages aren’t withholding or sugarcoating
information, Bettinger requires them to write what
he calls “brutally honest reports” twice a month,
offering observations in five areas, including “what’s
broken?” (He also urges them to follow the same
practice with the people they lead.)
And to help institutionalize a probing mindset at
Schwab, each year he invites several employees
who brought something potentially conse-quential
to his attention to fly out and spend a day at headquarters in San Francisco — “not as a reward,” he
says, “but as encouragement.”
Other leaders might not be so thorough but have
come up with their own ways to field under-the-raDECISION SPRING 2018
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ARE YOU TRAPPED
IN A CEO BUBBLE?
Ask yourself these questions to see whether you’re
insulated from crucial ideas and information in your
everyday work:

1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
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How many barriers do people have to cross to
talk directly with you?
How much of your typical workweek is spent
outside your office or headquarters?
When was the last time you were dead wrong
about something at work?
How quickly did you uncover your last mistake?
How fast did you change course?
How often do people ask you uncomfortable
questions at work?
How often do you talk with people who make
you uncomfortable? How much time do
you spend in places that cause you to feel
uncomfortable?
How many questions do you ask versus statements do you make in typical conversations?
How often do you wait silently (three seconds
or more) for others to answer your questions?
How many times this week have you said
“I don’t know” in response to a question?
When was the last time your provocative
questions gave rise to a catalytic story—one
that radically transformed some part of your
organization for the better?
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dar ideas and information. During the internet’s early
years, Marc Benioff travelled the world seeking new
insights from dozens of strikingly different people.
That journey led him to a question that opened up
a pivotal unknown unknown: “Why aren’t all enterprise software applications built like Amazon? Why
are we still loading and upgrading software when
we have the internet?” The answer inspired him to
launch Salesforce, now an $8 billion business. No
wonder he and his senior leaders now regularly go
on global “listening tours,” looking for weak strategic signals. Inside Salesforce, the senior team also
participates in Airing of Grievances, a companywide
chat group. This group serves the same purpose as
Bettinger’s brutally honest reports, delivering raw,
unadulterated early-warning information 24/7 to the
C-suite about what’s not working and why.
Rod Drury, who founded one of the world’s
fastest-growing software-as-a-service companies,
New Zealand–based Xero, uses enterprise social
media to host conversations that people across
the firm participate in. But he doesn’t limit himself
to reviewing what others post; he also shares the
firm’s strategy and market intelligence. His posts
invite anyone in the organization—“even someone
who’s just joined the business 10 minutes ago”—
to ask questions, offer perspectives, or call out
assumptions that no longer track with reality.
Though their tactics may vary, Bettinger, Benioff,
and Drury all illustrate the way innovative CEOs
regularly force themselves into modes of intense
information intake.
But it goes beyond that: Innovative executives
deliberately put themselves into sit-uations where
they may be unexpectedly wrong, unusually uncomfortable, and uncharacteristically quiet. In so doing,
they increase the chances that the right questions
will surface to help them pick up on critical weak
signals.

Unexpectedly wrong

What kind of CEO gets paid for being mistaken?
Boards expect senior executives to be confidently
right, and for the most part organizations need
that decisive stance, too. But when leaders are
determined to have all the answers, they stay within
the bounds of what they know. Sometimes that’s
necessary and appropriate. But if you’re going to
crack open the territory of “what you don’t know
you don’t know,” you’ll need to break that habit.
Bettinger certainly assumes he is wrong about
many things. “The difference between successful
executives and unsuccessful ones is not the quality of their decision making,” he says. “Each one
probably makes good decisions 60% of the time
and bad ones 40% of the time and maybe it’s even
55% to 45%.
The difference is, the successful executive is
faster to recognize the bad decisions and adjust,

whereas failing executives often dig in and try to
convince people that they were right.”
If you really believe that what separates great from
mediocre executives is the speed with which they
spot their faulty thinking, then you’ll be on the lookout for times when you’re wrong. I once asked the
visionary Stewart Brand, who founded The Whole
Earth Catalog and the online community The WELL,
what he felt was the key to his creative instinct. He
told me, “Every day I ask myself, ‘How many things
am I dead wrong about?’” When in the course of this
project I shared that anecdote with SAP cofounder
Hasso Plattner, he leaned forward and confirmed,
“That’s how I wake up in the morning!”
Innovation always involves at least an implicit
acknowledgment that you were wrong about something before. Robin Chase founded Zipcar after she
saw car sharing in Europe and recognized how the
assumption that everyone should own a car had
created tremendous waste throughout U.S. society.
That is the most positive kind of error recognition,
because it points to opportunity. More commonly,
awareness of their misguided assumptions is thrust
upon businesses when a new competitor raises
a threat or the inadequacy of long-held practices
becomes downright painful.

“EVERY DAY I ASK MYSELF,
‘HOW MANY THINGS AM I
DEAD WRONG ABOUT?’”
The question for leaders is how to go about
embracing the notion of being wrong. Ed Catmull,
president of Pixar and Disney Animation Studios,
makes it a practice to connect with new hires at
employee orientations, where he declares very
publicly that he doesn’t have all the answers. “I talk
about the mistakes we’ve made and the lessons
we’ve learned.… We do not want people to assume
that because we are successful, everything we do
is right,” he explained in a 2008 Harvard Business
Review article. In Catmull’s view, being mistaken is
not only accepted but encouraged: “To be wrong
as fast as you can is to sign up for aggressive, rapid
learning,” he wrote in his book, Creativity, Inc.
Sara Blakely, the founder and CEO of Spanx,
actually celebrates failures to help people learn
from being wrong. At a recent companywide meeting, she highlighted a series of “oops” moments
that she’d personally had since founding Spanx.
And Drury has a unique way of reminding himself to
challenge what he and other veterans of his industry
think. “I love the George Costanza theory of management,” he told me. He’s referring to a famous
episode of the TV show Seinfeld, in which the hapless George resolves to change his life for the better
by acting on a new principle: “If every instinct you

have is wrong, doing the exact opposite must be
right.” Drury knows Xero can’t beat its much bigger
competitors at their own game so it has to outsmart
them with a different approach. So he finds it useful to ask: “What is the exact opposite of what an
incumbent would expect us to do?” Certainly that
is what he did when he gambled on going all-in on
the cloud back in 2005, when the software world
was still deeply entrenched in desktop applications.
It’s an often amusing exercise, and it points to
a serious truth. For many, welcoming the state of
being wrong means getting over a fear of looking
clueless. Adrian Wooldridge, a columnist for The
Economist who produces insightful copy week
after week, learned how to do this by watching
the legendary Bob Woodward, half of the team
that exposed the Watergate break-in. Woodward
asked others almost embarrassingly fundamental
questions, which made him sound completely uninformed. But Wooldridge saw the effect: Because
Woodward hadn’t signaled any clear line of inquiry,
people were more likely to reveal something he
didn’t know he was looking for. Narayana Murthy,
another cofounder of Infosys, asks his top management team to approach questions similarly and let
go of the desire to sound “impressive” to others.
“I help,” he says, “by saying that our questions
must be, as far as possible, framed using simple
sentences.” He doesn’t care if they sound unsophisticated, “because complex sentences and
compound questions bring a set of conditionalities”
embedded assumptions, in other words, that constrain the response before anyone has even begun
to think about it.

Unusually uncomfortable

The process of discovery almost always takes you
outside the zone where you feel competent and
in control. As the author Joseph Campbell once
wrote, “Where you stumble, there lies your treasure.
The very cave you are afraid to enter turns out to
be the source of what you are looking for.” Being
far outside your element puts you into a heightened
state of alertness, just as being wrong does. You
become extra receptive, trying to pick up a scent.
As you struggle to get your bearings or get on top
of a disconcerting situation, fresh questions race
through your mind, and you actively gather all kinds
of information before making any decisive moves.
Many CEOs have only a dim memory of spending
time in such a state, at least at work. It takes real
resolve to enter it. It is, after all, somewhat exhausting to be on high alert.
But it also can be a source of inspiration. For
instance, in 1988, when social entrepreneur
Andreas Heinecke was in his first job, at a radio station, he was asked to train another young journalist
who had lost his eyesight in a car accident. At first
Heinecke was bewildered about how to do it. He
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“QUIET TIME IS KEY TO CLEAR
THINKING AND INCREASES THE
LIKELIHOOD OF ASKING
THE RIGHT QUESTIONS”
the data a small business gathered together into
one environment and then connecting that data “to
do some amazing, magical things.”
Guy Laliberté, the cofounder of Cirque du Soleil,
an entertainment company known for its highly creative productions, is constantly on the road and on
the lookout for new trends in architecture, fashion,
music, and language. Everyone in the company
is encouraged to do the same; Cirque even publishes a feature called “Open Eyes” in its internal
newsletter, which is filled with staffers’ “by the way”
observations from their travels. But perhaps Laliberté’s most unusual technique for breaking himself
and his team out of their comfort zone can be seen
back home in Montreal. One day he told his CEO,
Daniel Lamarre, “I’m afraid we’re getting a little bit
too corporate. So I’ve hired you a new employee.”
Shortly afterward, a clown in full costume reported
to work at company headquarters. “Madame
Zazou” spends a fair bit of her time staging entertainments and dispensing popcorn. But she has full
license to play the role of court jester, for example
by “coming into our [executive committee] meeting
and doing the introductions and making fun of us,”
Lamarre says.

Uncharacteristically quiet

There’s another way to increase your chances of
encountering novel ideas and information and discerning weak signals: being quiet. This is not typical
behavior for CEOs, who are generally expected to
be in broadcast mode, delivering words of inspiration, explanation, and unambiguous direction. A.G.
Lafley, two time chairman and CEO of Procter &
Gamble, likes to say that his job is to keep repeating for people what the mission is and to keep it
“Sesame Street simple.” That is the default setting
for CEOs for sound reasons. But it will never open
a window onto things you don’t know you don’t
know. So for some significant portion of your time,
you have to stop transmitting messages and switch
over to receiving them. No surprise, then, that each
week Lafley asks himself, “What am I going to be
curious about?” as a reminder that strategic insight
demands deep listening born of equally deep curiosity.
The need to work on being quieter came up again
and again in my interviews with CEOs. As Diane
Greene, the cofounder and former CEO of VMware
and now senior vice president and a board member
at Google, puts it, “Quiet time is key to clear think-

ing and increases the likelihood of asking the right
questions.” Hal Barron, president of R&D at Calico,
a life sciences company funded by Google, agrees
about the power of quieting down. He commented
that the longer you can gather information before
you crystallize “the story in your head,” the more
likely you are to arrive at some truly novel hypothesis. “As long as you’re truly listening, as opposed
to fitting what they’re saying into your story which
I call ‘not listening’ then you ask good questions.
Because you’re really not sure what the story is yet.”
One of the “most amazing qualities” of Cirque du
Soleil’s Laliberté, says Lamarre, is that when someone utters a crazy idea in a meeting, Laliberté urges
him or her to say more — “where most people would
just hit the brakes.” Everyone else in the room might
be highly skeptical, but Laliberté says, “OK, keep
going. I’m not sure about it, but keep going.”
Simon Mulcahy, one of Benioff’s top executives
at Salesforce, notes that it takes deliberate effort
to keep others talking. In meetings, he says, he
mentally has “this sort of background music playing
all the time: Don’t tell. Ask questions. Don’t tell. Ask
questions.”
Good listeners also try to abandon their preconceived notions. Scott Di Valerio, former CEO of
Coinstar and now CFO of RetailMeNot, reminds
himself constantly to “start from zero” when listening to people he has dealt with before. It’s too easy
for assumptions about what they probably believe
or memories of how valuable (or not) their input was
in the past to get in the way of understanding what
they’re truly trying to communicate now.
Deval Patrick, the former governor of Massachusetts and now a managing director at Bain Capital,
offers another tactic. He is a huge believer in “the
power of the pause.” As he explains, “We all seem
to feel like we have to fill up the space between our
comments.” Quelling that impulse has repeatedly
benefited him. Especially when someone is, as he
says, “having a real tough time telling the boss that
something isn’t going well. If you wait a beat or two,
they take a deep breath and then they go ahead.”
A simple pause is rewarded with “layers of valuable
information.”

Make it habitual

It takes concerted effort for a CEO to avoid isolation
and stay attuned to changes in the world. Bettinger,
for one, believes the effort is well worth it. “To informally hope that you will figure out ways to get that
information, I think, has always been dangerous,”
he says. Catmull likewise worries about the “dangerous disconnect” that afflicts top managers when
they consistently fail to “step up to the boundary” of
what they know and what they don’t know.
Determined not to let Pixar down in that way, he’s
designed a whole set of institutions and practices
to “systematically fight complacency.” Catmull and
Bettinger are outliers, however. After hundreds of
interviews, I have to report that the majority of leaders, familiar as they may be with the builtin dilemma
created by the CEO’s power and position, have not
yet found the will or the way to fight it coherently
and consistently.
Yet the solution is not that complicated: Get out of
the office today and spend more time being wrong,
being uncomfortable, and being quiet.
And even if you’re not a CEO, you’ll benefit from
cultivating deeply inquisitive leadership practices.
SAP’s CEO, Bill McDermott, has pointed out that
as managers get promoted up the ranks, they reach
their limits fast if they aren’t able to ask probing and
insightful questions. At the top layers of the organization, the people with the most potential to succeed, he says, are the ones who can “take a difficult
situation and bring it to its knees with questions.”
The CEO’s dilemma is really every leader’s
dilemma. All leadership roles are subject to the
isolating bubble fueled by position and power. As
soon as you put too many layers between yourself
and the front lines of the business, and as soon as
people start worrying about bringing you information that might trouble you, the odds quickly decline
that you’ll stumble upon what you didn’t know you
didn’t know before it’s too late. Change your habits
now to fix that. Reframe your old questions into
new ones, and by the time you make it to the CEO’s
office, you might face no dilemma at all.
HAL GREGERSEN is the executive director of the MIT
Leadership Center, a senior lecturer in leadership and
innovation at the MIT Sloan School of Management, and
the founder of the 4-24 Project.
HBR Reprint R1702D
This article first appeared in Harvard Business Review
and is reproduced by special permission.
©Harvard Business School Publishing Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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also quickly realized to his mortification how many
stereotypes he harbored about people with disabilities. That discomfort made him seek to understand
a realm he had no knowledge of and in that extreme
questioning mode, Heinecke found the passion
that would guide an entire career. It led him to build
Dialogue in the Dark, an award winning organization
that employs blind guides to take 800,000 visitors a
year (or more than 8 million to date) through exhibits
and workshops on the sightless experience.
Fadi Ghandour, the cofounder of the Dubai based
delivery and logistics firm Aramex, is an avid proponent of leaving the executive comfort zone. One
time when he arrived in Dubai at 2 am, he chose to
skip the luxury car service from the airport and had
one of the company’s package couriers pick him
up instead. During the drive to his hotel, he asked
the courier probing questions and listened closely
to the answers, which revealed operational issues
that were compromising the courier’s ability to
deliver on time. First thing that morning, Ghandour
called an all hands meeting of local management
and made sure some couriers could be there, too.
While the executives listened, he posed the same
kinds of questions and allowed everyone to hear
of the brewing problems (such as couriers’ being
overloaded and managers’ being out of touch).
Crucially, the tone of the gathering was one
of mutual discovery. No one was called on the
carpet to explain why these concerns had been
overlooked. Just as important, Ghandour decided
that this should be an ongoing way for the team to
pick up early signals. Now it’s a policy for Aramex
executives to periodically get out of their ergonomic
office chairs and do stints as couriers.
Perhaps what Ghandour advocates doesn’t
sound so unbearable. It isn’t. But ask yourself
when you last made a move like the one he made
at the airport. In the midst of an exhausting month
of travel, knowing you would touch down on the
tarmac to find a slew of fresh messages needing
responses, wouldn’t you have had a town car
waiting? There is always an excellent excuse not to
leave the seemingly efficient CEO cocoon.
Drury has followed an approach similar to Ghandour’s, although with customers, not employees. In
his firm’s quest to take on industry leader Intuit, he
made it a point to mimic Intuit’s founder, Scott Cook,
who habitually spends time watching QuickBooks
customers do everyday work. In 2005 Drury shadowed more than 200 potential customers, owners
and managers of small businesses, meeting them
at their offices just as they arrived in the morning,
booted up their computers, and poured that first
cup of coffee. The visits inspired a fundamental
insight: “That it was never about accounting software.” Drury realized that though this focused solution responded to a customer need, a much greater,
“once-in-a-lifetime opportunity” lay in bringing all
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Taking the headache out of

ALMA O’BRIEN Head of Tax at Baker Tilly Hughes Blake,
looks at the tax considerations and opportunities available
throughout a company’s growth life cycle

TAX

1.2 Tax efficient finance
One of the biggest challenges that a business can
face in its initial start-up stage can be obtaining
finance, particularly without a sufficient record of
trading history. There are, however, numerous tax
reliefs for entrepreneurs and investors investing
into start-up companies.
(i) Start-up Refund for Entrepreneurs (SURE)
SURE is a tax relief for individuals who wish to
start their own business and work within that
company. The amount invested may entitle the
individual to an income tax refund from any of the
previous 6 tax years plus the current year. The
individual can claim a maximum deduction against
their income of €100,000 in any one year. Therefore, the maximum investment that an individual
may claim tax relief on is €700K. If the individual
has paid the top rate of 40% in each year, an
income tax refund of €280K may be obtained.

Start-up business – early stages
of development
1.1 Structure for start-up phase
The question of whether a business should operate
as a sole-trader or corporate structure is typically
one of the first decisions faced. The former results
in less set up costs, and all income earned is taxed
on the individual at his or her marginal income tax
rates in the accounting period in which it is earned.
Where a business carries trading risks, a limited
corporate structure is generally more favourable.
This allows a business to retain profits in the company at a lower corporate tax rate of 12.5% and
the retained profits can be then used to finance
further expansion.
40
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(ii) Employment & Investment
Incentive Scheme (EIIS)
EIIS is another relief for an individual who subscribes for eligible shares in a qualifying company.
Tax relief is provided by the way of an income
tax refund in two tranches. The first is available
after Revenue approval of the qualifying company
and the shares issuing in the qualifying company
to the investor. The second will be allowed as a
further income tax deduction in the 4th year after
investment, subject to the company meeting
the conditions. The individual can invest up to
€150,000 per annum.
There has been much Revenue scrutiny on this
relief during 2017 and the Finance Act 2017 has
introduced some clarifications and amendments.
It is now important for new start-ups to include in
their initial business plan their intention to raise
finance to ensure that they are entitled to avail of
this relief in future periods.
(iii) Bank finance
Where bank finance is an option, you should
ensure that a tax deduction is available for the
interest payable. This can fall into one of three
main categories:
Borrowings used wholly and exclusively for the
purposes of the trade, e.g. purchase of stock,
plant and equipment and other working capital
requirements.
Borrowings used to purchase or repair property for
use in the business or for rental purposes.
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Making up 75% of all Irish firms, owner managed
businesses are the lifeblood of the Irish economy
and contribute more than half of the country’s GDP
and employment (Bedrock of the Economy, DCU).
All companies strive for economic sustainability
and growth. And just as commercial considerations are a key driver, tax should also play a role
when deciding what your business will do next.
Ensuring that you have an appropriate structure
in place can benefit and facilitate your growth. Tax
can also assist when you are planning your exit
strategy - whether you’re selling or passing the
business on to the next generation.
A useful way to view the tax considerations is
through the growth cycle lens.
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Growth and expansion phase
As a business matures and begins to grow, there
are new and exciting challenges that a business
owner will face.
While we discuss below the tax considerations
for this phase, it is important not to overlook the
business’s core values and culture when growing
as this can be a differentiating factor in the
success of any business.
3.1 Structure for growth phase
As a company grows, its original structure may no
longer be fit for purpose and a holding company
structure may be required. This is particularly
relevant where the business expands into different
trades or different geographical locations. The
use of different companies can limit trading risks
or exposure to claims. Excess cash in the trading
companies can be paid up to the holding company
which can act as a repository, protecting it from
trading risks.
A holding company with a number of trading
subsidiaries can also be an effective structure if
looking to sell in the future as individual trading
companies may be disposed of separately and
without a charge to Capital Gains Tax (‘CGT’)
arising within the group.
A holding company can generally be inserted
above a trading company in a tax neutral manner
using a tax relief known as ‘Share for Share’ relief.
However, caution should be taken when inserting
a holding company within a structure, particularly
if the shares in the trading company are held
by a number of individuals as the availability of
future tax reliefs to shareholders on exit may be
impacted.
3.2 Attracting and retaining key employees
People are a crucial ingredient to the success of
any business. Attracting and retaining talent is vital
when growing the business, and companies must
be mindful to retain their ‘best’ employees and be
flexible in their remuneration policies and practices. Some of the tax efficient methods available
to this end include:Employee share schemes,

Employer pension contributions

Professional / membership / course and exam fees
for the purposes of their employment
Small benefit exemption of up to €500
Certain travel passes

Cycle to Work Scheme
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In relation to employee share schemes, the
following schemes are available:

proceeds significantly exceed the lifetime threshold, full CGT will apply on the entire gain.
Where there is a holding company in place,
the relief extends to trading subsidiaries which
are at least 75% subsidiaries. It does not extend
where the shareholding is less than 75% or where
subsidiaries are not wholly or mainly trading.
Furthermore, the holding of investment assets
such as investment property, even within companies that are mainly trading, can also taint the relief
available. Therefore, if a company holds such
assets, it may be worth considering restructuring
to ensure that full relief is available.

(i) Key Employee Engagement Programme (KEEP)
KEEP recently introduced in the Finance Act 2017,
is an advantageous tax treatment for share based
remuneration for employees of SME’s.
(ii) “Flowering shares”
This is a more traditional share incentive scheme
where shares with a nominal value on issue are
subscribed for by employees. Certain rights and
values flow into such shares over time in certain
prescribed circumstances for example where
certain corporate targets are met. The employee
can benefit from an uplift without any employment
tax arising.

(ii) CGT Entrepreneur Relief
Entrepreneur relief provides a reduced 10% CGT
rate on the disposal of certain business assets or
qualifying shares in a trading company or trading
group which have been owned for at least 3 years
and in which the shareholder has spent at least
50% of his/her working time in a managerial or
technical capacity.
There is a lifetime limit of €1M on chargeable
gains incurred on the disposal of such assets.
Unlike CGT Retirement Relief there is no age
condition.
Where there is a holding company in place, the
relief extends to subsidiaries which are at least
51% trading subsidiaries. The relief is fully denied
if the holding company a) holds a lesser shareholding than 51%, or b) holds shares in any company
that is not wholly or mainly trading or a dormant
company. Careful consideration of the structure is
required to ensure that this relief is available on the
sale of the business.

(iii) Restricted “clog” shares
Ordinary shares are issued to employees at their
market value for no consideration. However, there
are restrictions imposed on the shareholder/
employee from selling them for a fixed period of
time. Due to the fact that the employee does not
pay full consideration for the value of the shares,
an income tax charge will rise. The income tax
payable by the employee is calculated on a
reduced value which is linked to the length of time
the employee must retain the shares.

Exit phase
The exit stage of a company’s life cycle is arguably
where tax advice can have the largest impact in
planning to maximise family wealth. Knowing
when to sell or pass on a business is difficult for
most owners and the right timing of this will differ
in each case.
There are significant tax reliefs available at this
stage and professional advice should always
be obtained prior to selling or passing on your
business as pre-sale structuring can result in
significant tax savings and yield higher returns.
3.1 Sale of a business to a third party
If a capital gain arises then Capital Gains Tax
(CGT) at 33% is the applicable tax, but there are
a number of tax reliefs that can be availed of to
reduce the tax to zero or 10%.
(i) CGT Retirement Relief
Retirement relief may be available if the business
owner is 55 or over or holds at least a 25% share
in a trading company for at least 10 years and
has been a director of the company for at least 10
years - 5 must be fulltime. It may also apply to a
sole trader business with similar conditions.
This relief provides an exemption from CGT on
sale proceeds up to 750K on sales to third parties.
This lifetime limit reduces to €500K where the
shareholder is aged 66 or over. Where the sale
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Borrowings used to acquire an interest in trading
or rental companies. A tax deduction under this
category is only available where such interest is
actually paid during the year.

(iii) CGT Participation Exemption
The Participation exemption provides for a CGT
exemption to companies who sell shares in a
trading subsidiary where the holding company
holds at least 5% of the shares during an uninterrupted period of 12 months. With such a sale,
the sale proceeds can be received without tax by
the holding company and can be used for further
investment. The use of personal holding companies in conjunction with this relief are popular for
this reason.
As the criteria for Retirement relief and Entrepreneur relief are similar and considering the
lifetime limits of each, it can be difficult to obtain
the benefit of both when aged 55 years or over
as one relief can overlap with the other. However,
structuring can result in the availability of both
reliefs with the CGT participation exemption being
an added bonus on top.

3.2 Passing the business to the next generation
The two taxes that may arise on the passing on of
a business are CGT (33%) payable by the business
owner on the disposal by way of a gift (no CGT on
an inheritance) and Capital Acquisitions Tax (CAT)
(33%) payable by the child on the receipt of the
benefit.
There are various reliefs that can be claimed to
reduce the tax payable.
(i) CGT Retirement Relief on a gift to a child
Retirement relief with the criteria as outlined in
3.1(i) above may apply on any gain which arises on
a gift of the business to a child. While the criteria to
qualify for Retirement relief is mainly the same as
on the sale to a third party, two differences arise:
There is no lifetime threshold on a gift to a child
where the business owner is aged over 55 years
but under 66. A lifetime limit of €3M applies on
such gifts made when aged 66 or over.
The asset acquired by the child must be held for 6
years following the gift, otherwise a clawback of the
relief arises. Such clawback is payable by the child.
(ii) CGT Entrepreneur Relief
Entrepreneur relief as outlined in 3.1(ii) above
may also apply on a gain arising on the gift of a
business to a child resulting in a reduced CGT rate
of 10% on gains up to a lifetime limit of €1M. No
distinction in the conditions of the relief is made
between a sale of the business to a third party and
a gift to a child.
(iii) CAT Business Asset Relief
This relief may apply where the trading business is
a family controlled business and certain conditions
are satisfied including that the business owner has
owned the business or shares for at least 5 years
prior to the gift or had owned the business for at
least 2 years prior to the date of the inheritance.
Even within the company or business, there are
certain prescribed holding period for assets.
Assets held by the business for less than this time
can be excluded from the relief.
This relief if applicable will reduce the value of
the gift or inheritance by 90% thereby reducing the
tax rate payable on a taxable gift to 3.3%.
As an overview of relevant tax issues that may
arise at each stage of the business lifecycle, the
above points are not finite but should highlight the
value of using tax reliefs to bolster the sustainability and growth of the company while maximising
value for the individual owners. In commercial
terms, tax really can be a double-edged sword. D
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ROAD TO DAMASCUS

When Tesla owners talk to
fossil fuel heathens, they are
evangelical. And the Tesla
company people help that
impression along, talking
about the ‘mission’, which
among other things involves
a ‘trinity’ of generating
electricity, storing electricity,
and using electricity. All in a
sustainable way. All to, bottom
line, save the planet.

is anywhere a Tesla will take you
Decision’s Motoring Correspondent BRIAN BYRNE
drives a Tesla from Austria to Dublin

M

aybe Elon Musk isn’t entirely sure himself,
which might be why he’s spending so
much money, and fuel largely produced by
fossil-derived energy, towards getting mankind to
Mars or beyond. If he can’t save the planet, maybe
he can regenerate that old red one?
Still, I can understand those Tesla owners,
recently gathered to tell their stories to Ireland’s
motor journalism motley. I feel their energy, or did
for half a week recently when driving one across
Europe with colleague Trish Whelan.
We must have made a detour towards Damascus
on our journey from Allsbach in Austria to Dublin in
Ireland, a more than 1,900 kilometres trip of which
some 1,750 kilometres was actually driving. The
balance, for the record, was a 30-minute train ride
under the English Channel courtesy of Eurotunnel,
and a few hours across the Irish Sea with the help
of Stena Lines.
However it happened, I was certainly converted to
the ease and practicality of driving long distances in
an electric car, without suffering from range anxiety.
Granted, it was in a Tesla, a car with a 508km range
when fully charged, and the maker of which has
invested heavily into providing ‘fuel’ stops across
the US and Europe.
A car too that costs not much less than a BMW
7 Series or a Mercedes-Benz S-Class. Though it’s
appropriate to mention the fact that increasing numbers of ‘ordinary’ electric cars are coming available
with ranges getting close enough to that of Teslas.
Putting the Tesla S into perspective, it is nicely
styled, has a classy tech interior complete with a
screen around the size of two iPads, and leather
seats and trim that aren’t — they’re artificial. It
seems a tenet that Teslas are as ‘vegan’ as possible
as well as everything sustainable.
We were actually in Austria to try out the abilities
of the Model S and its SUV stablemate the Model
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Recharging in Warwick
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X in snow, as all Teslas are now 4WD courtesy of
motors on both axles. A couple of colleagues had
driven out in the Dublin Tesla Store’s press demo
car, and we were asked would we drive it back? It
took all of five seconds of thought to say ‘yes!’ As
we decided to drive the car back up through England to Holyhead, it was going to be a significantly
longer test than our friends bringing the car out had
given it, because they took the Irish Ferries route to
Cherbourg.
The ‘snow day’ gave us a seriously good experience of both the S’s and X’s abilities in conditions
that were to be unexpectedly mirrored in Ireland a
few weeks later. Sloshing the vehicles through a
snow-covered valley while people skied down the
slopes above us was a little surreal, but fun and
informative about the cars’ capabilities. Generally
good, thanks to the ultra fast reaction time of an
electric drivetrain compared to a normal electro-mechanical AWD system.
Leaving that event in mid-afternoon, our first leg
was a drive of around four hours to the Dorint Airport Hotel in Zurich. At around 380 kilometres, that
wasn’t going to need a charge en route but we did
stop for coffee and driver change about half-way.
Our overnight stops were chosen on the basis of
hotels having Tesla ‘Destination’ chargers. These
are supplied free by Tesla to an ever-widening range
of hotels and inns. At the time of writing, there are
many hundreds of them in all levels of stopping
places. They don’t charge as quickly as the Tesla
‘Supercharger’ network on main routes, but three
or four hours of plugged-in will generally top off an
S’s battery.
The car’s sat-nav, underpinned by Google Maps,
will provide the locations of every Tesla charger on
any input route. Not just that, but it will indicate
how much charge you will have in your ‘tank’ by the
time you reach it. That we found very reassuring,
because in all cases on the trip, we never landed at
a charge with less than 15pc of charge still available.
Leaving Zurich the following morning at 9.30, we
were taking the very non-sensible leg of the journey,
850 kilometres all the way to Calais in the day. It’s
a journey you simply wouldn’t, and shouldn’t, do in
a normal day of driving. But we were on a mission
rather than normality.
Our route suggested charging at Nancy in France,
where there was a bank of eight Superchargers in
what turned out to be an Ibis hotel beside a large
shopping centre. It was lunchtime and, before we
had finished eating, the Tesla app on my phone told
me the car was already fully recharged. The hotel
people told me they get a number of Tesla owners
through the year, but especially in spring coming
down from Belgium to destinations through France
and beyond.
After that we continued mostly on autoroutes until
near the Vosges Mountains, when we moved off
onto nice country roads through very picturesque
villages and farmland valleys. A detour through a
10km tolled tunnel brought us to the other side of
the mountains, which was a pity as wandering the
car up and down the mountain roads would have
been nice. But we were time constrained.

On the Eurotunnel Shuttle

It happened to be my turn to drive when we came
out the other side, which coincided with what turned
out to be nearly three hours of torrential rain instead
of the earlier morning sunshine. It wasn’t fun, and it
slowed progress, but the car performed impeccably, and eventually we got to our next Supercharger
point at a service area outside Rheims. With lots
of charge still remaining, it only took a slightly
extended coffee break to top off, and then head for
our overnight stop at Calais.
This time our digs were in the Najeti Golf Hotel at
St Omer, about half an hour’s drive from the EuroDECISION SPRING 2018
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Smaller company
equities
A compelling way to access Europe’s resurgent economy
Europe is enjoying a period of economic strength, supported by favourable global trade and improving
corporate profits. In this climate, smaller companies, which tend to be more domestically focused than large
caps, represent an excellent means of accessing this economic growth story.
A compelling proposition

Why do some investors ignore smaller companies?

As active investors, we believe the small-cap story is compelling. For
one thing, small-caps tend to grow much more quickly than their larger
peers. Due to their size, they are also more nimble and, thanks to
superior innovation, can adapt and change quickly to new market
trends. Many have also fully embraced the internet, giving them a
material advantage over better resourced large-caps.

And yet despite the benefits of investing in smaller companies, a
number of investors continue to avoid the asset class. Why? Many view
small-caps as overly risky. While it is true that the asset class is more
volatile than European larger companies, on a risk-adjusted basis
small-caps have historically offered superior returns.

Management longevity is also a feature of smaller companies, with
many companies either headed by their founders or with long-serving
CEOs at the helm. Such individuals have grown their companies from
the very beginning and, as such, have deep insights into their
businesses, markets and rival operators.

A wealth of investment opportunities
Last recharge in Chateau Rhianfa

tunnel. It was dark when we arrived after Google
Maps took us safely through a number of winding
and unprepossessing local roads. A cheese plate
and beer were very welcome.
The Eurotunnel trip the next morning was a seamless experience — ‘boring’, Trish opined, ‘because
there’s nothing to see out the window’. But we were
now back driving on the side of the road where the
steering wheel made sense.
We had the whole day to make our way up around
the M25 and then onto the M6 and on to Holyhead.
But we needed it, as the M25 was as horrendously
crowded and iffy as it always has been. The car had
suggested just one charge stop, at a service area
near Warwick, which happened to coincide with
lunchtime again. A sustaining fish and chips meal
from the Harry Ramsden restaurant there was just
what we needed, and took just enough time to have
the car fully ready for the rest of the journey.
The last of the day’s run took us along the historic London to Holyhead Road, used in the 18th
century by coach-and-horse transport a far cry from
the comfort of a Tesla or indeed any other modern
car. It is very scenic as long as the light lasts. It was
dark, however, when we arrived at our last stop,
the Chateau Rhianfa at Menai Bridge. A fascinating
French-style castle from 1849, built by Sir John Hay
Williams for his wife Sarah. Today it is a wedding and
event venue, with beautiful gardens that we didn’t
get to see because we were heading off before daybreak to get the early Stena Ferry to Dublin.
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THE TRIP DETAILS
Model Tesla S 100D.
Price From €85,000 (75D)
Range 508km per charge (achieved)
Distance Driven 1,750km
Electricity Cost €70 (estimated)
Diesel Cost
equivalent
€250-€300 (estimated)

As she dropped me at Dublin Airport, to pick up
my car which I’d left there on the Monday, I said to
Trish “I’ll probably have to prise your hands from the
wheel when you bring this back to the Tesla Store.”
And I nearly did have to.
Three weeks later we were back at the Store to
meet some owners. The S we had shared for 1,750odd kilometres was parked outside, now shiny and
clean. She looked at it, and muttered: “That’s our
car. That’s our car. That’s … my car.”
I could write about the technicals, the driving
dynamics, the future as exemplified by that Tesla S.
But Trish’s comment sums up just why Tesla owners
are so evangelical. You could hate them, but you
know they’re right. D

With over 1,000 smaller companies in Europe covered by fewer
sell-side analysts than large caps, the asset class remains largely
under-owned and under-researched. Therefore, active investors with
the resources and expertise to effectively cover the full breadth of the
market have the opportunity to uncover compelling investment ideas
that may be missed by other investors. This means that a firm’s shares
can rise sharply when markets finally spot its worth.

Excellent diversification
An allocation to smaller companies also provides excellent
diversification as part of a broader large-cap portfolio. This is
because small-caps are more domestically focused than larger
companies, with business models driven by stock-specific rather
than macroeconomic factors.

Further, the dominant risk – and opportunity – in a smaller companies
portfolio is stock-specific risk. A quantitative screen can highlight
where to look for these opportunities but fundamental analysis
provides investors with a deeper understanding. Portfolio managers
who meet with company management teams can assess those aspects
of investment that are hard to quantify, such as corporate strategy and
environmental, social and governance risks.
Finally, we believe a proportion of small-cap risk can be mitigated by
investing in high-quality companies that exhibit growth and
momentum characteristics – factors that we believe are indicators of
future share price performance. A long-term investment mindset will
also prepare investors for short-term bouts of volatility.

We are positive on the outlook for European smaller
companies. The economy continues to recover
strongly, while the corporate world is once again
delivering on earnings. Our job as investors is to
apply our rigorous bottom-up process to uncover
these market leaders of tomorrow – today.
Andrew Paisley, Investment Director,
Aberdeen Standard Investments

Contact details:
Liam Stack, Investment Director, Ireland
Email: liam.stack@email.aberdeenstandard.com Tel: +353 1 639 7654 Mobile: +353 86 838 6395
Aberdeen Standard Investments is a brand of the investment businesses of Aberdeen
Asset Management and Standard Life Investments. The information shown relates to the
past. Past performance is not a guide to the future. The value of investments can go down
as well as up. This material is for informational purposes only and does not constitute an
offer to sell, or solicitation of an offer to purchase any security, nor does it constitute
investment advice or an endorsement with respect to any investment vehicle.
Aberdeen Asset Managers Limited is registered in Scotland (SC108419) at 10 Queen’s Terrace,
Aberdeen, Scotland, AB10 1YG, Standard Life Investments Limited is registered in Scotland (SC123321)
at 1 George Street, Edinburgh EH2 2LL, and both companies are authorised and regulated in the UK
by the Financial Conduct Authority. Standard Life Investments Limited, a company registered in
Ireland (904256) 90 St Stephen’s Green Dublin 2, is authorised and regulated in the UK by the
Financial Conduct Authority
Calls may be monitored and/or recorded to protect both you and us and help with our training.
www.aberdeenstandard .com © 2018 Standard Life Aberdeen, images reproduced under licence
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THE ART OF BUSINESS

Arthur Cox
While Arthur Cox has an impressive collection of Irish art displayed throughout the office, our move to a new headquarters
in 2017 provided the firm with an opportunity to showcase our commitment to contemporary design through the
commission of an external work that reflects our forward thinking brand and which can also be appreciated
by the public and our local community.
Arthur Cox, in association with Clancourt Group, the landlord of the building, commissioned an external piece of art from
Caoimhe Kilfeather that is in keeping with the cutting edge design of the new building, but which is also sympathetic
to the historical setting in which it is based. The formal aesthetic of the commission makes reference to both the
architectural and cultural heritage of the area as well as the contemporary architecture on Hatch Street and
Earlsfort Terrace. It has a relationship both with the historical and contemporary architecture of the area.
The firm is proud to share this artwork with not only our staff and clients, but also the wider community, who are
able to enjoy Caoimhe Kilfeather’s beautiful glass and steel artwork positioned on a prominent corner on
Hatch Street and Earlsfort Terrace.
Sarah Cunniff, Partner, Arthur Cox

ISN’T IT TIME WE CHANGED THAT?
Irish Life EMPOWER is a new approach to company pensions that helps
change the way your employees think about their future.
To see how Irish Life could help empower your employees:
Arrange a demo at IrishLifeEMPOWER.ie
Call us on 01 704 1845
Talk to your pension consultant

We know Irish life. We are Irish Life.
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All information sourced for Irish Life, June 2015. In the interest of customer service we may record and monitor calls.

Irish Life Assurance plc is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland.
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